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The nightingale has had an irresistible appeal to 
the imagination of man at least from the time of Homer to 
the present. In literature it has been inseparably associ­
ated with the swallow through the myth of Philomela and 
Procne. This myth has survived in variant versions in clas­
sical literature from Homer to Apollodorus. In English 
literature it has been retold by Chaucer, Gascoigne, Hannay, 
and others and has persisted as a literary theme well into 
the twentieth century. Throughout the existence of the myth 
it has periodically suffered decline but then has revived 
like the proverbial Phoenix. The recurring popularity of 
the myth, together with its long period of survival, indi­
cate its basically human appeal. 
In classical Greece and Rome, in fifth century Spain, 
and in thirteenth century England, at least, interest in the 
myth was not confined to men of letters. Historians, phi­
losophers, and mythographers, such as Thucydides, Aristotle, 
Appollodorus, and Hyginus alluded to it in classical times. 
Spanish cleric Orosius (fifth century A.D.) referred in 
Latin to the myth and later English clerics Hoveden (d.1275) 




Since there appears to be, as yet, no over all in­
vestigation of the use of the myth of Philomela and Procne 
in English literature from its origins to the present, this 
study will seek to give such a comprehensive survey. Pre­
liminary to this survey wij.1 be a review of the origin of 
the myth in Greek literature and its later development in 
Latin literature. This review will include Homer's version, 
the later version of Apollodorus, and the important Latin 
version by Ovid, as well as the variations in the accounts 
by certain other Greek and Latin authors. 
The main part of this study will be a survey of the 
themes and functions of the myth throughout English litera­
ture as illustrated by representative authors. The object 
of this method will be to seek answers to four questions. 
First, why did English authors follow the Latin variant of 
the myth in which Philomela became the nightingale and 
Procne the swallow, instead of the earlier Greek version in 
which the reverse was true. Secondly, were particular 
themes and functions of the myth emphasized at particular 
times in the history of English literature, or was its treat­
ment thematically and functionally diffuse? Thirdly, during 
which centuries was it most used? Fourthly, can these vary­
ing or similar uses of the myth and its popularity or unpop-
* 
ularity at different times be accounted for? 
This method will necessarily require some repetition 
of each theme and function in as many centuries as it is 
3 
used. Since few modern English authors appear to have used 
the myth, the twentieth century will concentrate on American 
authors. 
For convenience the themes can be characterized as 
suggestive of either terror or of joy. The former include 
oracular foreboding, the wronged wife, her seduced sister, 
woven messages of fearful import, madness, murderous and 
cannibalistic vengeance, and violence. The latter include 
idealism, loyalty, love, metamorphoses into birds, beauty 
of song, either plaintive or joyful, the mystery of night, 
the praise of God, the "merry nightingale," and association 
with spring. 
The functions to be considered include the use of 
the myth for conventional decorative effect, dramatic impact, 
the underscoring of lyricism by furthering emotional re­
sponse to romantic love because of the association of the 
nightingale with night, music, poignancy, or joy, rhetorical 
debate, moral or didactic purpose, and humor or satire. 
A few traditions that have later been associated 
with the myth, such as the nightingale and the thorn, the 
interpretation of the nightingale's notes by various poets, 
and the cuckoo and the nightingale will be briefly examined. 
Otlj^r aspects to be considered, apart from the myth, will be 
the motif of the nightingale in English literature and the 
owl and the nightingale. 
4 
The conclusions reached will be based solely on the 
examples of use found in this study. Sincfe this thesis is 
a survey of the uses of the myth of Philomela and Procne 
and of the nightingale in English literature in terms of 
well-defined themes and functions, it cannot, at the same 
time, be a critical interpretation of the works of the 
literary periods represented. The myth itself or the 
literary treatment of the nightingale are such limited as­
pects of English literature that neither can be the basis 
for sound evaluation. An appendix will list additional 
allusions by English or American authors to the myth of 
Philomela and Procne or to the nightingale. 
* 
CHAPTER I 
PHILOMELA: HER CLASSICAL UPBRINGING FROM 
HOMER TO PAUSANIAS 
The earliest version in Greek literature of the myth 
of the nightingale appears to be in the Odyssey of Homer 
(XIX.518-523),^ where the nightingale is called Aedon in­
stead of Philomela. Jane E. Harrison in her introduction 
to Pausanias's Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens, 
relates the tale as follows: 
Zethus had married Aedon, daughter of Pandareus; 
their children were Itylus and Neis. His mother 
Aedon killed Itylus by night, thinking he was 
the child of Amphion, and being envious of 
Amphion's wife because that woman had six chil­
dren and she had only two; and Zeus sent a 
penalty upon her. But she prayed to be a bird, 
and Zeus made her a nightingale, and she laments 
Itylus her son.^ 
A variant of this tradition is related by Boios in 
his Ornithogonia, quoted by Anthoninus Liberalis, a Greek 
grammarian of the second century A.D. (Anton. Lib. II). 
According to this version, Aedon is married to Polytechnos, 
> Albert R. Chandler, "The Nightingale in Greek and 
Latin Poetry," Classical Journal, XXX(1934), 78. 
2 Jane E. Harrison, ed., Mythology and Monuments of 
Ancient Athens, Being a Translation of a Portion of tfie 
Attica of Pausanias by Margaret de G. Verrall (London, 1890) 
p. lxxxvi. References to this edition will appear in the 
text as Harrison, Mythology. 
5 
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a carpenter, living in Colophon. As in Homer's version, 
II * 
Aedon's father is Pandareus. In addition, in the version 
of Boios there is a sister of Aedon called Chelidon. Other 
new elements are Polytechnos' bringing his sister Chelidon 
1 
to Colophon from his father-in-law's home in Ephesus, his 
act of violence to Chelidon on the way, his disguising of 
her, Aedon's recognition of Chelidon after she has been her 
slave for a while, their resolution to revenge themselves 
on Polythechnos, their joint murder of Itys, their dismem­
berment of him, their serving him as a feast for Polytechnos, 
and their conversion into several birds, instead of one. 
II II 
Pandareus becomes a sea-eagle? Harmothoe, Aedon's mother, a 
halcyon; Polytechnos, a woodpecker; Aedon's brother a 
hoopoe; Aedon, a nightingale; and Chelidon, a swallow 
(Harrison, Mythology, p.lxxxvii). As all these new inci­
dents are recognizable in the myth of Philomela and Procne, 
it is possible that this version of Boios served as a link 
between the tradition of Homer and the later story of 
Philomela and Procne. 
One should bear in mind that the myth belongs to the 
Athenian Cycle of Greek mythology and that, therefore, it 
will often allude to the members of the House of Athens. 
Kilig Pandion I of Athens was the father of Philomela and 
Procne. The Athenian Cycle includes among Pandion's 
alleged ancestors Cecrops, half dragon and half man, who as 
the first King of Athens, was responsible for Athena's 
7 
becoming the Athenian tutelary goddess. Among Pandion's 
prominent descendants who appear in the Athenian Cycle 
are Aegeus, King of Athens, and his son Theseus, who killed 
3 the Minotaur in Crete. 
In considering the1Greek tradition of the origin of 
the Philomela and Procne myth, perhaps what Harrison calls 
the "final Attic non-original version" (Harrison, Mythology, 
p.lxxxiv) of Apollodorus, should be quoted first: 
Pandion married Zeuxippe, his mother's sister, 
and begat two daughters, Procne and Philomela, 
and twin sons Erechtheus and Butes. But war 
having broken out with Labdacus on a question 
of boundaries, he called in the help of Tereus, 
son of Ares, from Thrace, and having with his 
help brought the war to a successful close, he 
gave Tereus his own daughter Procne in marriage. 
Tereus had by her a son Itys, and having fallen 
in love with Philomela, he seduced her also say­
ing that Procne was dead, for he concealed her 
in the country. Afterwards he married Philomela 
and bedded with her, and cut out her tongue. 
But by weaving characters in a robe she revealed 
thereby to Procne her own sorrows. And having 
sought out her sister, Procne killed her son Itys, 
boiled him, served him up for supper to the un­
witting Tereus, and fled with her sister in haste. 
When Tereus was aware of what had happened, he 
snatched up an axe and pursued them. And being 
overtaken at Daulia in Phocis, they prayed the 
gods to be turned into birds, and Procne became a 
nightingale, and Philomela a swallow. And Tereus 
also was changed into a bird and became a hoopoe. 
Since Apollodorus, an Athenian grammarian, lived in 
the second century B.C., his version is rather late in the 
3 Edith Hamilton, Mythology, The Universal Library, 
UL-93 (New York, 1942), pp^ 393,471. 
4 Apollodorus, The Library, The Loeb Classical 
Library (Cambridge, Mass., 1963), pp. 99-101. 
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tradition of the myth. However, with his narrative in 
* 
mind, its origin and its use by prominent Greek authors 
prior to Apollodorus will be outlined. 
The origin of this myth in the unknown, distant past 
1 
of Greek antiquity is accounted for by Jane E. Harrison by 
the fact that the apparent mournfulness of the song of the 
nightingale appeared to the Greek poets to be due to the 
loss of its young. They mistakenly attributed the song to 
the female bird, rather than to the male. Therefore, the 
Greek name for the nightingale became "Philomela" rather 
than "Philomelus." By association in the human mind, 
Philomela became a princess who suffered the loss of her 
child; then her note seemed so passionate that it appeared 
that she had transgressed as well as suffered. Her sin was 
that she had murdered her son. Originally there was only 
one sister in the tale; but later another spring bird with 
a "thin sharp cry," the swallow, and the savage hoopoe, who 
according to tradition pursued the nightingale and the 
swallow, were added to the myth. Thus were combined the 
principal characters, Procne, Philomela, and Tereus of the 
5 terrifying narrative. 
About a century after Homer, Hesiod in his Works and 
Da~fs (202-212) relates what Arthur M. Young terms "the 
»» , 
"Itys and Aedon: a Panaitios Cylix," Journal of 
Hellenic Studies, VIII (1887), 443-444. 
9 
earliest known fable in Greek literature,that of the 
hawk and the nightingale. This association of the hawk and 
the nightingale can be related to a later version by 
Hyginus where Tereus, in pursuit of Philomela and Procne, 
is turned into a hawk. 1 
Sappho, about 600 B. C., was one of the earliest 
Greek writers to refer to the nightingale as a herald of 
spring. In an all too brief lyric she writes of the "night­
ingale with song laden with yearning, harbinger of spring." 
Next in order of appearance are the versions of the 
great Greek tragedians of the fifth century B.C., Aeschylus 
and Sophocles. Aeschylus, in a choral ode from his play, 
The Suppliants (60-63) , compares the "suppliant song of an 
alien race" with the sweet sad singing of Tereus' Daulian 
paramour, the nightingale hidden, the hawk in chase."7 As 
in Hesiod and Hyginus the hawk and the nightingale are 
closely associated. Again in a choral ode of Agamemnon 
O 
(1140-1149) the theme of Philomela and Procne occurs. In 
these lines the lamentations of the mad prophetess Cassandra 
are likened to the sad song of the nightingale mourning for 
the death of her son Itys. 
> ^"Of the Nightingale's Song," Classical Journal, 
XLVI (1950/51), 182. 
7Plays, trans. G. M. Cookson, Everyman's Library. 
Classical (London, 1960), pp. 4-5. 
g 
Aeschylus, pp. 231-232. 
10 
Sophocles in his tragedy Tereus, only fragments of 
% 
which have survived, is concerned with this myth. These 
fragments include a complaint of Procne concerning the piti­
ful lot of women in barbaric Thrace, and her envy of the 
life of Philomela in Athens. Procne's invocation to the 
sun recounts how she learns her sister's fate, possibly 
from a servant, and laments Philomela's loss of her tongue.^ 
Chandler considers Sophocles' Tereus as "probably the most 
influential Greek version of the myth."^-® Jane Harrison 
says that this tragedy, no doubt, converted the myth of 
Philomela and Procne into "a human tragedy of wars and 
alliances, crime, passion, and revenge." (Harrison, 
Mythology, p.lxxxv). In her article "Itys and Aedon: A 
Panaitios Cylix" she states further that this play, in which 
Philomela and Procne are jointly responsible for the murder 
of Itys, is largely responsible for effacing in literature 
the Homeric version of the myth of the nightingale where 
" . 11 Aedon is the nightingale. x 
After Aeschylus and Sophocles, the Athenian histor­
ian Thucydides, when he is dealing with Teres, the founder 
of the Odrysian Empire, mentions the fact that he bears no 
> 
9 Dramas, trans. Sir George Young, Everyman's Library, 
no. 114 (London, 1963), pp. 314-317. 
"^Chandler, p. 79. 
^Harrison (see above, n. 5), p. 444. 
11 
relation to Tereus of Daulia who is the Tereus of our 
story. Thucydides relates that it was in baulia that Itys 
was murdered by Procne and Philomela; thus it is that many 
12 poets apply to the nightingale the epithet of Daulian. 
Aristophanes, the last of the great Greek dramatists 
of the fifth century B.C., treating the Philomela and 
Procne myth in The Birds, satirizes Sophocles' Tereus, 
13 according to Garrod. Chandler says that Aristophanes' 
interpretation of the myth is the "most charming tribute to 
the nightingale that has come down to us in Greek poetry."^ 
The hoopoe and the nightingale, representing Tereus and 
and Procne, are human characters who recall their tragic 
past, but without bitterness. As a result Tereus can give a 
loving tribute to Procne while referring to her song as a 
lament for Itys. He urges her to let her song ascend to 
the throne of Zeus until all the birds and gods join in a 
chorus in response to her song. 
Aristotle, in the fourth century B.C., is concerned 
more with the natural history of the nightingale than with 
its relation to literature. In his Historia Animalium 
(IV.ix.28-31) he maintains that both the male and the 
12 > Thucydides, trans. Benjamin Jowett, 2d. ed. 
(Oxford, 1900), I, T22. 
13 Heathcote William Garrod, The Profession of Poetry 
and Other Lectures (Oxford, 1929), p~ 136. Subsequent 
references to this edition will appear in the text. 
14 
Chandler, p. 79. 
12 
female nightingale sing, the female ceasing to sing only 
* 
when brooding or rearing her young.^ when spring comes 
the nightingale sings continually for fifteen days and fif­
teen nights; afterwards she sings periodically. With the 
1 
advance of summer her song changes, and it is not so varied, 
nor so deep, nor so intricate, but simpler (IX.xlivb.20-25). 
On the subject of the nightingale's tongue, he says that 
the "outer extremity of the tongue is not sharp-pointed" 
(IX.xv.9). 
Aristotle in his writings is also concerned with the 
swallow as well as the nightingale. In his Rhetoric(iii, 
3-4) he has a rather humorous reference in Gorgias' address 
to the swallow. When the swallow allows her droppings to 
fall on him when she flies over, Gorgias is quoted as say­
ing: "Nay shame, Philomela."1® This passage is in keeping 
with the Greek tradition of naming the swallow Philomela. 
Aristotle, like many Greek authors, associates 
Tereus with the hoopoe, rather than the hawk. In Historia 
Animalium (IX.xlix.15-29) he quotes a poetical fragment 
which he attributes to Aeschylus, which mentions the 
The Works of Aristotle, trans. J. A. Smith and W. 
D. Jtoss (Oxford, 1946) , IV^ 536a. Subsequent references 
to this edition will appear in the text. 
16 Aristotle, Rhetoric, trans. W. Rhys Roberts. 
Poetics, trans. Ingram Bywater, The Modern Library of the 
World's" Best Books (New York, 1954), p. 173. 
13 
transformation of Tereus into a hoopoe. Harrison, however, 
% 
concludes as follows: "The general conclusion from an 
examination of the Tereus story is that the figure of Tereus 
as the hoopoe did not come in until the fifth century, and 
1 
was probably first popularized by Sophocles" (Harrison, 
Mythology, p.xci). 
According to Norman Douglas, in the latter part of 
the first century B.C., the poets of the Greek Anthology 
confined themselves mainly to similes or associations which 
used the tale of Procne and Philomela, a domestic tragedy 
which awakened in the readers or listeners a deeper human 
sympathy for the birds.^ He finds "nothing here of out­
standing merit on either of these birds." 
Pausanias, the Greek traveller and geographer of the 
second century A.D., gives the latest version of the myth. 
Like Thucydides, Pausanias is interested more in the his­
torical aspects of the story than in its literary associa­
tions. His is an historical and antiquarian interest. He 
mentions a statue of Pandion on the Acropolis,18 and also 
a "group [of statues] representing Procne and Itylus, at 
the time when Procne has taken her resolution against the 
> 
17 
Birds and Beasts of the Greek Anthology (New 
York, 1929), p. 82. 
18 Description of Greece, trans. J. G. Frazer (New 
York, 1965), V, 225. Subsequent references to this edition 
will appear in the text. 
14 
boy" (I.xxiv.3). The grave of Tereus, according to 
Pausanias is located at Megara, where Tereus committed 
suicide. He doubts the assertion of the Megarians that 
Tereus ruled at Pagae in Megaris. Instead he believes that 
the fable that Procne and Philomela were changed into a 
nightingale and a swallow originated from the dirge-like 
song of these birds (I.xl.9). Pausanias maintains that 
Procne and Philomela served up Itys to Tereus at the ban­
quet in Daulis and that this act was "the beginning of 
pollutions at table among mankind" (X.iv.8). In agreement 
with the Greek tradition, he believes that Tereus was turn­
ed into a hoopoe, rather than a hawk after his pursuit of 
the two sisters. According to Pausanias, the Phocians claim 
that Philomela, in her form of a bird, still feared Tereus 
and the land of his birth. Pausanias' interest in arti­
facts is again betrayed by his notation that there was at 
Daulis a wooden image "said by the Daulians to have been 
brought by Procne from Athens" (X.iv.9). 
The major Latin authors that deal with the myth of 
Philomela and Procne wrote in the first century B.C. or the 
first century A.D. An important Latin version of the first 
century B.C. is that of Hyginus in his Fabulae (45) . He 
differs in a number of details from the Greek tradition. 
Certain generally accepted parts of the narrative are omit­
ted, such as the cutting out of Philomela's tongue and the 
device of the woven web. Hyginus also appears to be the 
15 
only author who adds King Lynceus, Lathusa his wife and 
Procne's fiend, and Dryas, a brother of Tereus. In the 
tradition of the Latin authors Hyginus makes Philomela the 
nightingale and Procne the swallow, thus reversing their 
roles in the Greek tradition. As mentioned earlier he has 
19 Tereus turn into a hawk, instead of the usual hoopoe. 
Virgil contributes to the Latin tradition in his 
Georgics (iv.510-519). Young considers this passage to be 
"the most significant use of the nightingale in Latin lit­
erature."2® Here the grief-stricken lament of Orpheus for 
his departed Eurydice is compared with the mournful song of 
the mother nightingale, bemoaning the loss of her young 
which a plowman had removed from the nest. She replaces 
the "transformed princess mourning for her son" of the 
earlier Greek version.2^ 
Horace, Virgil's contemporary, uses the theme of 
Philomela and Procne in his "Invitation to a Friend in 
Spring" (Ode,IV.12). In this brief lyric in praise of 
spring, Horace refers to the nightingale as ". . . that poor 
bird/ Who gireves for Itys—her son, the dire disgrace/ 
(Though foul the sin avenged) of Cecrop's race." Thus 
abruptly does the poet introduce the "tragedy of Philomela-
> 
19 
The Myths of Hyginus, trans. Mary Grant, University 
of Kansas Publications (Lawrence, 1960), p. 56. 
20 Young, p. 182. 
21 
Chandler, p. 81. 
16 
Procne: into a setting portraying the joys of spring.^2 
* 
Ovid has had more influence on the development of 
the myth of Philomela and Procne in English literautre than 
any other writer, Latin or Greek. He versified this Attic 
tale, with some modifications, in his Metamorphoses (vi.594-
674). His version is much longer than that of either 
Apollodorus or Hyginus. 
The following is a shortened paraphrase by Arthur M. 
Young: 
Tereus, powerful lord of Thrace, won the hand of 
Procne, daughter of Pandion, King of Athens. Itys 
was their son. In time Procne prevailed upon her 
husband to bring her sister Philomela to Thrace 
for a visit. But no sooner had Tereus laid eyes 
upon Philomela than he conceived a passion for 
her which grew until, while escorting her from 
Athens to his home in Thrace, he violated her 
honor. When she threatened to reveal his hei­
nous crime, he cut out her tongue and imprisoned 
her in the wilds of Thrace. But Philomela, 
unable to speak, managed to convey her sad fate 
to her sister by weaving her message into a 
tapestry, which was conveyed unknowingly to 
Procne by an attendant maid. Procne soon released 
her sister and brought her to the palace. In 
frightful revenge they then slew Itys, still a 
young child, and served his dismembered body at 
dinner to his father. When Tereus discovered 
the work of the two women, he pursued them with 
drawn sword, but all three were changed into 
birds, he into a hoopoe.23 
At the end he does not specifically state into which 
birj, the nightingale or the swallow, Philomela or Procne 
22 
James Jerome Wilhelm, The Cruelest Month: Spring, 
Nature and Love in Classical and Medieval Lyrics (New 
Haven, 1965) , p. 5"! 
23 
Young, p. 181. 
17 
is changed. The English translation by Mary Innes reads 
thus: "One of them flew off to the woods, -the other flew 
under the eaves of the roof: . . . . "24 Jane E. Harrison 
has interpreted this passage to mean that Philomela becomes 
the nightingale and Procne the swallow: "Possibly the 
Latin notion, common to Ovid and Horace, and transferred 
to modern verse, that Philomela becomes a nightingale, arose 
from some false etymology of the name as the "song lover" 
(Harrison, Mythology, p.lxxxix). Young believes that in 
Ovid's version Procne becomes the nightingale and Philomela 
the swallow. 
Pliny the Elder (first century A.D.), like Aristotle, 
is more interested in the natural history of the nightin­
gale than in its association with literature. In his 
Natural History (xlii.29) he repeats the information given 
by Aristotle in Historia Animalium (IX.xlivb.20-22) that 
the nightingale sings for fifteen days and nights together 
at the beginning of spring. He mistakenly attributes the 
song to the female bird. Birds contend in order to excel 
their rivals in versatility and length of song and would 
L 26 
sooner die than lose the contest or have to cease singing. 
24 Ovid, The Metamorphoses of Ovid, trans. Mary M. 
Innefe, The Penguin Classics, L58 (Harmondsworth, 1955), p. 
166. 
25Young, p. 181. 
2 6 
Natural History: A Selection from Philemon 
Holland's Translation, ed. J. Newsome (Oxford, 1964), pp. 
112-114. 
18 
In view of the many uses of the tale of Philomela 
and Procne in Greek and Latin literature, the variations 
within each tradition, and the discrepancies in details 
between the two, it is in order to summarize the important 
differences and the reasons', traditional or otherwise, for 
these differences. The differences epitomized in this 
chapter will be limited to a consideration of the trans­
formations of Procne and Philomela, some events that happen 
to them, and the transformation of Tereus. Other discrep­
ancies will be considered later in those chapters which 
deal with various periods of English literature, where the 
themes and functions of the myth will be considered. 
The question of which sister changed into a nightin­
gale and which into a swallow is related to the matter of 
whose tongue is removed by Tereus. There appears to be 
substantial agreement among the Greek authorities that 
Procne becomes the nightingale and Philomela the swallow, 
and among the Latin authors except in the case of Ovid, 
that Procne is changed to a swallow and Philomela into a 
nightingale. As mentioned earlier, authorities appear to 
disagree in interpreting the outcome of Ovid's account. The 
only indisputable conclusion in regard to the change of the 
prii^cipal characters into birds in his version seems to be 
that Tereus becomes a hoopoe. 
The issue of whose tongue is cut out seems to be 
less clear since it is omitted in at least one Latin version, 
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that of Hyginus, and in many of the literary allusions. 
However, all the Greek authors who mention' the incident 
seem to agree that Philomela is the one whose tongue is 
removed. Logic seems to require that it could not have 
happened in this way if Philomela later changed into a 
nightingale and Procne into a swallow. Herbert J. Rose 
affirms that the "Greek account is better for it explains 
why the nightingale always sings mournfully (she is lament­
ing her child) and why the swallow chatters (she has no 
27 tongue and keeps trying to tell her story). 
Disagreement also exists as to whether or not Tereus 
married Philomela. In the accounts of Ovid and Hyginus, 
Tereus did not. In Ovid the question of marriage did not 
arise. Hyginus gives the purpose of Tereus* visit to 
Athens as being to ask Pandion for Philomela in marriage. 
Tereus pretends that Philomela's sister and his wife Procne 
is dead. Pandion gives his consent to the proposed ijiarri-
age. Although Tereus takes Philomela to Thrace, he never 
marries her. On the other hand, as already quoted, 
Apollodorus states that Tereus married Philomela (III.xiv.8). 
In some accounts the metamorphosis of Tereus is into 
a hawk, in others into a hoopoe. The consensus appears to 
be Jthat the transformation into a hawk was the original 
version. Judging from the reference cited earlier to the 
A Handbook of Greek Mythology Including Its 
Extension to Rome, 3dL ed. rev. (London, 1945) , p. 263. 
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"nightingale hidden, the hawk in chase" by Aeschylus in 
The Suppliants, Tereus changes to a hawk. Perhaps it goes 
back even as far as the fable of the hawk and the nightin­
gale mentioned in connection with Hesiod. Possibly the 
fact, that Hyginus has Tereus turn into a hawk indicates 
that Hyginus had access to the original version when he 
wrote his account. 
Harrison comes to the conclusion that the idea that 
Tereus was converted into a hoopoe rather than a hawk ori­
ginated in the fifth century B.C., and "was probably first 
popularized by Sophocles" in his tragedy Tereus (Harrison, 
Mythology, p.xci). Sophocles maintains that the hawk and 
the hoopoe are one, for the same bird in spring is a hawk 
and in autumn is a hoopoe. Since the Greeks believed that, 
in many cases, one species of bird changed into another be­
cause one bird had summer and then winter plumage, the view 
of Sophocles that Tereus changed into a hoopoe prevailed 
(Harrison, Mythology, p.xc). 
Now that the Greek and Latin versions of the myth 
have been traced and certain important variations noted, 
the next chapter will be a discussion of the Latin tradition 
of the nightingale in English literature prior to the 
Nornfan conquest. 
CHAPTER II 
PHILOMELA: CHRISTIAN Ok PAGAN? THE LATIN TRADITION 
OF THE NIGHTINGALE IN ENGLAND TO 1066 
Prior to the Norman conquest the themes and func­
tions of the nightingale in English literature were those 
of an age primarily concerned with religion and the future 
life and only secondarily with secular affairs and the pres­
ent life. Since, as will be demonstrated later, there 
appeared to be little concern with the myth itself, the 
association of the nightingale with terror was virtually 
non-existent. Table 1, p. 120 graphically illustrates this 
fact as it reveals that no examples were found, during this 
study, of any of the themes of terror for this period. 
The principal themes are related to the joy of the 
"merry nightingale," its song in praise of God, love, beauty 
of song, its association with spring, and the mystery of the 
night. Thus the religious function is didactic; it conveys 
the message of Christ and the resurrection through the song 
of the nightingale. The secular function is the underscor­
ing jg>f lyricism by the association of the nightingale with 
night, music, or joy. 
Table 2, p. 121 discloses that among the themes of 
joy discovered, beauty of song and the "merry nightingale" 
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predominate. As will be shown later, the "merry nightin­
gale" is used sometimes in a religious and,, other times, 
in a secular sense. Reference to this table reveals that 
no illustrations of the themes of idealism, loyalty or 
metamorphosis into birds were found for this period. It 
appears from this table (A.D. 1066-1500), that these themes 
originate at this time when the myth becomes a part of the 
English literary tradition. 
Since certain passages illustrate more than one 
theme or function, the themes and functions will not always 
follow the order indicated above. Whenever possible they 
will be grouped with a single illustrative quotation. 
The theme of the "merry nightingale" originated at 
least as early as Plato's Phaedo (85A)."1" In the Enigmas 
of Aldhelm, written in Latin, near the end of the seventh 
century, can be seen the beginnings in England of the theme 
of joy associated with the nightingale, but it is not yet 
the "merry" bird that later developed in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries (Garrod,p.139). His bird symbolizes 
religious joy. 
In his Enigmas he represents a "Christianized night­
ingale," and illustrates the theme of the association of the 
> 
"'"Plato, The Collected Dialogues of Plato, Including 
the Letters, ed. Edith Hamilton and Httntington Cairns, Boll-
mger Series, LXXI (New York, 1961), pp. 67-68. 
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nightingale with spring and the function of singing the 
message of Christ and the resurrection: "Foreknowing death, 
not yet my singing dies/ The winter kills me, but with 
spring I rise" (Aenigmata XXII[Garrod,p.l39]). 
The Latin tradition >in England of the "merry night­
ingale" was continued by Alcuin, 735-804 A.D., in his poem 
translated into English as "Song of a Nightingale." This 
poem well illustrates the themes of joy, song in praise of 
God, and the mystery of night, the religious function of 
didacticism, and the secular function of the underscoring 
of lyricism by the association of the nightingale with 
night. Secular joy is contained in the bird's song and the 
effect it has on the listener. The poet addresses the 
nightingale thus: "You filled my heart with what the muses 
say/ And charmed the sadness from my soul away."2 He 
comments further on the joyful quality of the song: "Sad 
colored, but singing, I aver,/ You were not sad. From out 
of your little throat/ Your voice poured forth an endless 
happy note ..." (8-10). Religious joy, the praise of 
God, the mystery of night, and the enhancement of the lyric 
quality by the contrast of the joyous quality of bird's 
song with blackness of night are all evident in the 
J. 
2 Philip Schuyler Allen, The Romanesque Lyric: Stud­
ies in Its Background and Development from Petronius to the 
Cambridge Songs, 50-1050 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1928), pp. 148-
149. All subsequent quotations from Alcuin are from Allen 
and will appear in the text. 
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following passage: "And ever from your mouth God's praise 
went ringing./ Though nights were black, your most admired 
voice/ In holy song ceased never to rejoice" (12-14). 
At the end of the poem the nightingale assumes the 
role of moral and religious counsellor: 
You were to instruct us so that we might keep 
No more this drowsy state but rather wake. 
And from our minds the seal of slumber break. 
That which you did, not having soul or sense, 
Teach us to do with nobler diligence. 
We that have sense and are rational 
Should do that thing to which your voice doth call; 
Then thanks and praise throughout all time shall rise 
In heavenly realms beyond the eternal skies (27-35). 
Beauty of song heightened lyricism incited by joy 
are combined in "To the Cuckoo." In this poem Alcuin 
appeals to the reader's emotions of joy in hearing harmoni­
ous sounds and suggests the abundance and awesome quality 
of its song: "And now in the golden land the nightingale, 
never-tiring,/ Pours its melody forth, up-lifting our ears 
to its music" (4-5). 
Late in the Latin tradition in England appear the 
Carmina Burana, or student songs in Latin. Although, 
according to The Golliard Poets, a source of the Carmina 
Burana is a late thirteenth century manuscript from a monas­
tery in Benedictbevern in Upper Bavaria, some of the songs 
in fcfiis anthology are "demonstrably French, English, or 
even Italian.These songs typify secular joy rather than 
3 The Golliard Poets: Medieval Latin Songs and Sat­
ires , trans. George F. Whicher (Cambridge, Mass., 1949), 
pT T41. 
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the religious rapture portrayed by Aldhelm and by Alcuin. 
Chandler states, "In these poems we read that in the spring 
the nightingale 'grows cheerful' (hilarescit) . . . . in 
Carmina Burana 21, translated by John Addington Symonds as 
"Love Among the Maidens," the following lines clearly re­
veal secular joy and pointing up of lyricism through the 
association with joy: "And the jocund nightingale/ Her 
fresh voice is flinging."5 Secular love is illustrated in 
the same poem when the poet is infatuated with one of the 
maidens: 
I for her, 'mid all the crew 
Of girls of Venus, 
Wait and yearn until I view 
Love spring up between us (29-32) . 
Now that illustrations of the themes and functions 
of the Latin tradition of the nightingale in England apart 
from the myth of Philomela and Procne have been presented 
for the period preceding the Norman conquest, possible 
reasons for the lack of emphasis on the myth during this 
time will be offered. 
The cultural climate was not favorable to the 
cultivation of the myth of Philomela and Procne. The op­
position on the part of Fathers of the early Christian 
> 
4 Chandler, p. 83. 
^John Addington Symonds, trans., Wine, Women and 
Song (London, 1931), p. 96. All subsequent quotations from 
"Love Among the Maidens" and from "Flora and Phyllis" are 
from Symonds and will appear in the text. 
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Church to Ovid and, consequently, to this myth, which was 
included in his Metamorphoses, was a trend of the time. 
Raymond Huntington Coon states: "The pure pagan spirit of 
Ovid doubtless encountered almost universal hostility from 
monks and priests and other functionaries of the Christian 
Church. The culture of Charlemagne's court knew him. But 
evidence of Ovidian interest is nowhere pronounced until 
the end of the eleventh century."® Although this view may 
be extreme, it does help provide evidence of the neglect 
of the myth itself at this time. 
A good illustration of the disfavor into which 
stories from Greek mythology had fallen during this period 
is the fact that Alfred the Great, ninth century A.D., in 
his translation of Orosius's Historia adversus paganos into 
Old English, omitted many of the stories from classical 
mythology, including the tale of Philomela and Procne.7 
Orosius considered it an example of a story of crime in­
volving parricide, incest, cannibalism, violation of 
chastity, and mutilation.® 
Although the myth of Philomela and Procne appears to 
have been early in the Latin tradition in England it was 
f 6 
"The Vogue of Ovid Since the Renaissance," Classical 
Journal, XXV (1930), 279. 
7 The Cambridge History of English Literature, ed. 
A. W. Ward and A. R. Waller (New York) , T~, 105. 
g 
The Seven Books of History Against the Pagans, 
trans. Roy J. Deferrari, The Fathers of the Church, L 
(Washington, D. C., 1964), 32. 
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revived near the end. Chandler states that in one of the 
collections of Carmina Burana are found "references to the 
Greek myth and the bird's 'complaints'" (Carmina Burana 
XXXIII.1; LXV.63; CVIII.1;CXXV.8).9 A possible reference 
to the myth is in one of the mediaeval student's Latin 
songs "Flora and Phyllis" (III.39-40). In this poem there 
is a reference to the "jocund anthems" of the blackbird, 
the wood-dove, the lark, and the thrush as contrasted "with 
the nightingale, who still to her grief was clinging." 
"Her grief" would seem to indicate the mourning of the 
nightingale for her lost son, Itys of the myth. 
The few fragments of the myth that survived this 
period appear to have been preserved in the Latin, rather 
than in Old English. These, as has been shown, are the 
reference in Orosius' Historia adversus paganos (I.xi.17-23) 
and references in a few of the Carmina Burana. These 
rudimentary beginnings were preliminary to the later an­
glicizing of the myth in Middle English literature which 
will be the subject of the next chapter. 
9 
Chandler, p. 83. 
CHAPTER III 
PHILOMELA ANGLICIZED: 1066 TO 1500 
From the Norman conquest to the end of the fif­
teenth century the tradition of the nightingale in England, 
aside from the myth of Philomela and Procne continued, but 
versions in Middle English rather than in Latin were becom­
ing prominent. Good examples, which will be treated later 
in greater detail, are the poems, The Owl and the Nightin­
gale and "The Cuckoo and the Nightingale." Latin versions 
of the myth in England continued to appear, however, as 
exemplified in poems by Hoveden and Peckham in the thir­
teenth century. The earliest examples of the retelling of 
the myth in Middle English were found in Chaucer. 
The themes of the myth in Middle English authors, 
such as Chaucer, Gower, and Lydgate, are more numerous than 
thosein the Latin and Middle English traditions of the 
nightingale in England and concern terror as well as joy. 
In fact, Table 2 shows that the first illustrations of 
themes of terror found coincide in time with the appearance 
of the myth in Middle English literature. New themes of 
joy that were not illustrated prior to 1066 appear in the 
period from 1066 to 1500. These are idealism, loyalty and 
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metamorphosis into birds, and, as could be anticipated, 
each of these themes is associated with the myth. The 
functions are also more numerous from the Norman conquest 
through the end of the fifteenth century than before that 
time. It is interesting to note that the illustrations of 
functions in the later period exceed those in the earlier 
one. Also the purpose of rhetorical debate and the sym­
bolic use of the nightingale with its breast against a 
thorn first occur in those years following the Norman con­
quest. 
The poems, The Owl and the Nightingale and "The 
Cuckoo and the Nightingale," will be used to represent 
traditions in Middle English that originated without refer­
ence to the myth. Both poems follow the set form of the 
rhetorical debate. In The Owl and the Nightingale, for 
instance, it engages these two birds in particularly bitter 
controversies which elucidated questions considered impor­
tant at that time. The themes in these set pieces of 
rhetoric associate the nightingale with merriness, love, 
both secular and divine, the praise of God, beauty of song, 
spring, and the mystery of night. Thus we see that earlier 
themes in the Latin tradition of the nightingale in England 
werj continued into a later time. The functions are the 
underscoring of lyricism by association with music, and 
moral or didactic purpose. 
Merriness is illustrated in The Owl and the Night­
ingale (19-20): "She greatly in that bough rejoiced,/ And 
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cunningly her pleasure voiced.Secular love and divine 
love are elaborated in Thomas Clanvowe's "The Cuckoo and 
the Nightingale," written about 1392, by the following two 
passages: 
But tossing lately on a sleepless bed, 
I of a token thought which lovers heed; 
How among them it was a common tale, 
That it was good to hear the nightingale, 
Ere the vile cuckoo's note be uttered (46-50). 
"Now farewell," quoth she, "for I hence must wend; 
And God of love, that can right and may, 
Send unto thee, as mickle joy this day, 
As ever he to lover yet did send" (252-255). 
Although the owl and the nightingale both advocate 
the praise of God, they seek this end through different 
means. The owl favors the worship of God through weeping 
and repentance of sins. The nightingale, however, defends 
the praise of God through happy song.^ 
The theme of beauty of song and the function of the 
heightening of lyricism by the comparison of the nightin­
gale's song to music are combined in The Owl and the Night­
ingale : 
The music rather seemed to rise 
From harp and pipe and otherwise. 
One would have thought that it did float 
From harp and pipe, not out of throat (21-24). 
Roger Sherman Loomis and Rudolph Willard, eds., 
Medieval English Verse and Prose in Modernized Versions 
(New York, 1948), p. 35. All subsequent quotations from The 
Owl and the Nightingale and "The Cuckoo and the Nightingale" 
are from Loomis and will appear in the text. 
2The Owl and the Nightingale, ed. Eric Gerald 
Stanley, Nelson's Medieval and Renaissance Library (New 
York, 1960), p. 24. 
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The nightingale is considered a necessary accompani­
ment to spring in "The Cuckoo and the Nightingale" where 
the latter bird is found in an atmosphere of "May" and 
"fair, fresh, flowers" (55,66). The owl in The Owl and the 
Nightingale identifies the nightingale with night, but in 
a derogatory sense: 
But thou dost sing throughout the night, 
From eve until it is daylight, 
And still thou crowest thy wretched wail, 
That neither night nor day does fail (331-334) . 
The nightingale, in this poem, teaches a moral 
lesson when she says: 
For nothing in the world God sends 
But it may be turned to evil ends. 
Naught in the world that is of use 
But may be twisted to abuse 
If men an evil purpose hold (1363-67). 
In the thirteenth century in England the "Christian­
ized nightingale" of Aldhelm and other English clerics re­
verted to the Philomela of the Greek myth (Garrod, p.141). 
John Hoveden (d.1275) wrote a poem entitled "Philomela sive 
meditacio de nativitate, passion, et resurrection Domini 
nostri Jesu Christi," on the latter subject. Another poem 
of the same title which begins "Philomela praevia temporis 
amoeni," has also been attributed to Hoveden, although some 
3 think it by St. Bonaventure. Hoveden's contemporary, John 
3 Charles Lethbridge Kingsford, "John Hoveden," Dic­
tionary of National Biography, ed. Leslie Stephen and Sir 
Sidney Lee (London, 1960), IX, 1321. 
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Peckham (d.1292) also composed a poem on Philomela, entitled 
"Philomela praevia temporis amoeni," also sometimes wrongly 
ascribed to St. Bonaventure.^ 
Before considering themes and functions to be found 
in the retelling of this myth beginning with Chaucer, 
however, it is well to understand why English poetry used 
the Latin tradition of Philomela as the nightingale. Also 
the related question of the influence of Ovid on Chaucer 
needs to be clarified. 
Latin culture predominated over the Greek during 
the time when this myth entered English literature. 
According to Lily E. Marshall, the scholars in England 
wrote in Latin with the main object of advancing Latin 
learning and Christianity,and therefore, did not highlight 
the Greek tradition in Old English poetry. In fact, for 
some centuries following the Norman conquest there was 
hardly a sign of the Greek culture in England.5 The last 
sentence of this statement might be disputed, but it does 
represent the view of at least one critic of the early 
twentieth century. Kasper J. Kraemer states in regard to 
the comparative influence of Latin and Greek on English 
literature: "From the Middle Ages until the opening of the 
+ 
4 
Charles Lethbridge Kingsford, "John Peckham," 
Dictionary of National Biography (London, 1960), XV, 635. 
"Greek Myths in Modern English Poetry," Studi di 
Filologia Moderna, IV (1911), 268,270. 
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nineteenth century it appears the influence [of Latin] in 
England was continuous and in certain periods overwhelming, 
but in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the interest 
seems to have been superseded among literary men by the 
still stronger interest in Greek."6 John Churton Collins 
says: "Neither in Chaucer nor in Gower, the most cultivat­
ed men of their age, do we find any trace of a knowledge 
of Greek."7 This view, again, could be subject to question, 
but it does reflect one segment of critical opinion of the 
early twentieth century. Since, then, the narration of the 
Philomela and Procne story in English literature appears 
to have begun with Chaucer, we can see why English authors 
adapted the Latin tradition in which Philomela becomes the 
nightingale and Procne the swallow. 
There is little doubt that Ovid had a profound 
influence upon Chaucer's treatment of the tale of Philomela 
and Procne and upon its later development in English lit­
erature. A twelfth century French paraphrase, attributed 
to Chretien de Troyes, of Ovid's version in the 
Metamorphoses may also have influenced Chaucer.6 w. B. 
Sedgwick states: "It is with the tremendous impetus given 
to the study of Ovid by that revival of learning and 
? 
6"The Influence of the Classics on English Litera­
ture," Classical Journal, XXII (1927), 487. 
^The Greek Influence on English Poetry (London, 
1910), p. 34. 
^Gilbert Highet, The Classical Tradition: Greek and 
Roman Influences on Western Literature (New xork, iy4y) , p. 
580, footnote 44. 
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passionate devotion to the writing of Latin poetry, which 
began in the eleventh century, probably at first in isolated 
monastic centers, but soon in regular schools with an es­
tablished tradition, that we really enter on the Second 
Ovidian Age." Chaucer, in his use of Greek myths, followed 
in the tradition of Ovid, not only borrowing his themes from 
him, but founding his technique on Ovid and his mediaeval 
imitators.^ 
The themes and functions illustrated will be chosen 
from the poems of Chaucer, Gower, and Lydgate. The themes 
of terror are oracular foreboding, the wronged wife, the 
seduced sister, woven messages of fearful import, madness, 
murderous and cannibalistic vengeance, and violence. Vio­
lence refers mainly to the rape of Philomela, the removal 
of her tongue, and her confinement afterward by Tereus. 
Some of the emphases previously found in the Latin tradition 
of the nightingale in England are also present. These are 
found in the themes of joy which are idealism, loyalty, 
love, metamorphosis into birds, beauty of song, the mystery 
of night, the "merry nightingale," spring, and the praise 
of God. The functions of the myth are the enhancing of 
lyricism by association of the nightingale's song with 
night, or with the poignancy or joy of romantic love, moral 
s 
or didactic purpose, and the symbolic use of the motif 
q 
"The Influence of Ovid," Nineteenth Century, 
CXXII (1937), 486, 488. 
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of the nightingale singing with her breast against a thorn. 
Oracular foreboding portends evil in Chaucer's 
The Legend of Good Women at the feast at Pandion's palace, 
honoring the wedding of Tereus and Procne. Chaucer lists 
the prognosticators of doom in attendance: "The Furies 
thre with al here mortal brond./ The oule al nyght aboute 
the balkes wond,/ That prophets is of wo and of myschaunce" 
(2252-54).10 The owl in this passage can be identified 
with oracular foreboding since, according to Ernest 
Ingersoll, there was a "general belief" in classical times 
that owls "were messengers of death" and were viewed by 
the Latin poets with "detestation and dread." Authors from 
the classical era to mediaeval times made numerous adverse 
comments on this ill-starred bird.H 
The references to the wronged wife, and the seduced 
sister, both occur in Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde: 
The swalowe Proigne, with a sorrowful lay, 
Whan morwen com, gan make hire waymentynge, 
Whi she forshapen was; and ever lay 
Pandare abedde, half in a slomberynge, 
Til she so neigh hym made hire cheterynge, 
How Tereus gan forth hire suster take. 
That with the noyse of hire he gan awake, . . . 
(11.64-70). 
Geoffrey Chaucer, Works, ed. F. N. Robinson, 2nd 
ed. ̂(Boston, 1957), p. 513. All subsequent quotations from 
The Legend of Good Women and Troilus and Criseyde are from 
the text edited by Robinson and will appear in the text. 
11Birds in Legend, Fable, and Folklore (New York, 
1923), p. 181. Subsequent references to this edition will 
appear in the text. 
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In John Gower's Confessio Amantis are two references 
depicting how the rape of Philomela by Tereus affected her 
later habits and appearance as a nightingale. She hid in 
the bushes for shame because of her lost virginity: 
For after that sche was a bird, 
Hir will was evere to ben hid, 
And forto duelle in prive place, 
That noman scholde sen hir face 
For schame, which mai noght be lassed, 
Of thing that was tofore passed, 
Whan that sche loste hir maidenhiede . . . 
(V.5949-55).12 
Because of the violation of her chastity Philomela blushes 
visibly: "And seith, 'Ha, nou I am bird,/ Ha, nou I am 
bird,/ Ha non mi Maidenhede,/ Schal noman se mu chekes 
rede'" (V.5985-88). 
Woven messages of fearful import, by means of which 
the tongueless Philomela reveals to Procne Tereus' seduc­
tion of her and his removal of her tongue, appear in Gower: 
Sche waf a cloth of Selk al whyt 
Wite lettres and ymagerie, 
In which was al the felonie, 
Which Tereus hire hath do; 
And sette hir signet therupon 
And sende it unto Progne anon (V.5770-76). 
Gower mentions the theme of madness only briefly 
and refers to Procne's state of mind just before she mur­
ders her son Itys: 
J 
12 
The English Works of John Gower, ed. G. C. 
Macaulay, Early English Text Society, Extra Series, no. 
LXXXII (London, 1901), II, 109. All subsequent quotations 
of Confessio Amantis are from the text edited by G. C. 
Macaulay and will appear in the text. 
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Thus sche, that was, as who saith, mad 
Of no which hath her overlad 
Withoute pite and lost drede, . . . (V.5891-94). 
Murderous and cannibalistic vengeance and violence 
are combined in the following passage from Gower: 
This child withouten noise or cry 
Sche slou, and hieu him al to pieces: 
And after diverse spieces 
The fleissh, whan it was so toheewe, 
Sche takth, and makth thereof a sewe, 
With which the fader at his mete 
Was served, til he hadde him ete; . . . 
(V.5896-5902). 
The theme of revenge in John Lydgate's poem "A 
Seying of the Nightingale," contains nothing of cannibalism. 
The nightingale's plea to Venus that she take vengeance on 
false lovers may allude only to Tereus' infidelity to 
Procne and his seduction of Philomela: 
She mant, I trowe, with hir notes 
And in hir ledne, on Venus nuwe to taake 
vengeance 
On false louers wheeche that beon vntuwe, 
Ay ful of chaunge and of varyaunce, 
And can in oone to haue no leasuance, 
This bridde ay song, "0 slethe hem, lady myn 
With-outen mercy, and bring hem to hir fyn, 
. . . (15-21)".13 
Middle English versions of the myth appear to 
identify idealism with Pandion. Both Chaucer and Gower 
represent his character as that of a high-minded man. 
Chaucer in The Legend of Good Women says in reference to 
^ 
13 
The Minor Poems of John Lydgate, ed. Henry Noble 
McCracken, Early English Text Society, Extra Series, CVII 
(London, 1911), I, 222. All subsequent quotations of "A 
Seying of the Nightingale" are from the text edited by 
Henry Noble McCracken and will appear in the text. 
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Pandion: . .no malyce he ne thoughte" (2307), and 
Gower remarks: "Ther was a real noble king" (V.5551). 
While both Chaucer and Gower treat of love in con­
nection with the myth, the theme in Chaucer is predominantly 
Pandion's affection for his daughters and the sister's 
mutual secular love. Of Pandion's love for Philomela 
Chaucer writes in The Legend of Good Women: 
This olde Pandion, this kyng, gan wepe 
For tendernesse of herte, for to leve 
His doughter gon, and for to yeve hire leve: 
Of al this world he loveth nothyng so; . . . 
(2279-82). 
In the castle where she is confined by Tereus Procne 
laments: 
Alias! The wo, the compleynt and the mone 
That Progne upon hire doumbe syster maketh! 
In armes everych of hem other taketh, 
And thus I late hem in here sorwe dwelle 
(2379-82) . 
In addition to sisterly love, the above passage 
illustrates loyalty since Progne comes to Philomene's 
rescue as soon as she hears of her distress. The love of 
father for son is revealed by Gower: "This Tereus be 
Progne his wif/ A Sone hath, which as his lif/ he loveth, 
and Ithis he hihte ..." (V.5885-87). 
The association of the song of the nightingale 
with^romantic love, as one might expect, is found in 
Troilus and Criseyde. The function of heightened lyricism 
incited by the mystery of night is also apparent in the 
following passage in which Criseyde, who has been softened 
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by Antigone's lay of love, becomes disposed towards 
Troilus as she lies in bed: 
A nyghtyngale, upon the cedir grene, 
Under the chambre wal ther as she ley, 
Ful loude song ayein the raoone shene, 
Peraunter, in his briddes wise, a lay 
of love, that made hire herte fressh and gay 
(11.918-922). 
Lydgate's emphasis, on the other hand, is religious. 
He illustrates divine love by the example of Christ calling 
the nightingale sister and spouse: 
He calleth hir suster 
Full nyghe of kyn by consanguynyte, 
And eek his spouse by affynytee, 
I mene as thus baffynyte of grace 
With goostely loue, whane he hit doothe embrace 
(365-371). 
To heighten this religious aspect, Lydgate uses 
the theme of the nightingale's song in the praise of God. 
His nightingale sings night and day of Christ's crucifixion 
and His great love: 
To paye the raunsoun of our grete losse 
He was in loue so gentyle and so free 
That hym deyned he nayled on the crosse, 
And lyche a theof hong vpon a tree; 
Lifft vp thyne hert, vnkynde a man, and see 
The nightingale in hir armonye, 
Thus day and night doothe vpon the crye (99-105). 
In his narration of the myth Chaucer does not in­
clude metamorphosis into birds. Gower, in contrast, treats 
individually the metamorphoses of the three principal 
characters. The change of Philomela into a nightingale, 
however, contains an introductory statement that all three 
are transformed: 
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The goddes, that the meschief syhe, 
Here formes changen alle thre. 
Echon of hem in his degre 
Was torned into briddes kinde; 
Diversliche, as men mai finde, 
After thastat that thei were inne, 
Here formes were set atwinne. 
And as it telleth in the tale, 
The ferst into a nyhtingale 
Was schape, and that was Philomene, . . . 
(V.5936-44). 
Of Procne Gower says, "And of hir Soster Progne I finde,/ 
How sche was torned out of kinde/ Into a swalve swift of 
winge, . . (V.6003-05). Tereus' transformation is 
related thus: "For anon after he was changed/ And from 
h i s  o g h n e  k i n d e  s t r a n g e d , /  A  l a p p e w i n c k e  m a d  h e  w a s  . . . "  
(V.6039-41). 
Beauty of song in relation to romantic love, the 
enchantment of night, or gaiety of spirit are expressed by 
Chaucer, Gower, and Lydgate. Chaucer, in a passage from 
Troilus and Criseyde, compares the freedom of song of a 
nightingale to Criseyde when she opens her heart to Troilus: 
And as the newe abaysshed nightingale, 
That stinteth first when she biginnith singe, 
Whan that she hereth any herde tale, 
On in the hegges my wight steringe, 
And aftersiker dooth hir voys outringe; 
Right so Crisyde, whan hir drede stente, 
Opned hir herte and tolde him hir entente 
(III.1233-39). 
j Lydgate blends the nightingale's song with the spell 
of approaching night in the following lines: "And 
as I lay and herde hir tonys, cleere,/ And on hir notes me 
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gretly gan delyte,/ Vpon the eve the sterres did appeere, 
. . (36-38). 
The nightingale's merriness sparkles in Gower: 
"And ek thei seide hou in hir song/ Sche makth gret joie and 
merthe among, . . ." (V.5983-84). 
The reappearance of the swallow or the nightingale 
in spring is another motif used by Middle English poets to 
express the joy of the renewed year. In Troilus and 
Criseyde, Chaucer speaks of the swallow in May time when 
there are "fresshe flowers, blewe, and whyte, and rede" 
(11.51-55). Gower marks the return of the nightingale in 
spring: 
Between Averil and March and Maii, 
Ache that the wynter hield hir clos, 
For pure schame and nogt aros, 
Whan that sche seth the bows thikke, 
And then is grene, 
To wode cometh this Philomene ..." 
(V.5968-74). 
Lydgate intensifies lyricism by identifying the 
song of the nightingale with the pain and bliss of love: 
"Thus medleth sche with joie wo and with hir sorwe merthe 
also,/ So that of loves maladie/ She makth diverse melodie, 
. . ." (V.5989-92). 
The tradition of the nightingale singing with her 
breast against a thorn is one of long standing, but of 
uncertain origin. Ernest Ingersoll maintains that in 
Persia there is a legend in which the melodious song of the 
nightingale or "bulbul" is uttered while the bird is 
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pressing its breast against a rose-thorn to ease its 
heart's pain" (p.213). This tradition persists in Lydgate 
when the nightingale is introduced in the poem in the 
following way: "And alle were goone sauf vpon a thorne/ 
The saame tyme I herde a Nightingale, ..." (10-11). The 
symbolism is explained further on: "But thenk amonge vpon 
the sharpe thorne/ Which prickethe hir brest with fyry 
remembraunce,/ Louers in vertu tendcresce hem and avaunce" 
(61-63). 
The moral or didactic function occurs in Gower. He 
uses "The Tale of Tereus" to illustrate the voice of rapine 
or the seizure by force of other people's property: "In 
the lignage of Avarice,/ Mi Sone, yit ther is a vice,/ His 
rihte name is Ravine, which hath a route of his covine" 
(V.5505-08). 
A minor convention related to the nightingale is 
the attempt of poets and dramatists of all ages to relate 
the notes of the nightingale to characters in the myth, to 
events that happened to them, or to the role of the song 
of the nightingale. In "The Hoopoe's Serenade" from The 
Birds the Hoopoe is made to say: 
Awake my mate I rj 
Shake off thy slumbers, and clear and strong 
Let loose the floods of thy glorious song, 
* The sacred dirge of thy mouth divine 
For sore-wept Itys, thy child and mine; 
Thy tender trillings his name prolong 
With liquid note of thy tawny throat (676-682). 
14 
Aristophanes, The Birds of Aristophanes, trans. 
Benjamin Bickley Rogers (London, 1906), p. 21. 
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Benjamin Bickley Rogers says, "The ancients discerned in 
the nightingale's song some notes which seemed to syllable 
the name of Itys, just as our Elizabethan poets fancied 
that they could detect in the cry of "Tereu! Tereu! 0 
15 Tereusi Tereus!" 
The nightingale's note "0 see, 0 see," is interpret­
ed by her in "The Cuckoo and the Nightingale" (127-130) to 
mean that she wishes that all who oppose love were slain. 
The note "occy, occy" in Lydgate is related to the Passion 
of Christ and means, according to a gloss opposite the 
passage, "to slay" all who are unkind to Him by forgetting 
His suffering and death: 
Wherefore this bridde sang ay, "Occy, occy" 
Such have no mynde kyndely of resoun, 
But of slouthe haue elefft byhynde 
The hole remembraunce of my passyoun, . . . 
(217-221) . 
The "occy, occy" note referred to by Lydgate ap­
pears to be a variant spelling of the "0 see, 0 see" note 
used by Clanvowe since the meaning is similar: "to slay" 
those who oppose love. Lydgate, however, appears to give 
the notes a religious interpretation that is not implied 
by Clanvowe. 
The evolution of the tradition of the nightingale 
in England from a primarily religious interpretation to a 
* 
secular one and of the myth of Philomela and Procne from 
Aristophanes, p. 27, footnote 212. 
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fragmentary versions in Latin to a well-established angli­
cized tradition in Middle English led to an acceleration 
of interest in this myth in sixteenth century England. 
This latter development and its implications in terms of 
the themes and functions of the myth and of the tradition 
of the nightingale outside the myth will be the concern of 
Chapter Four. 
CHAPTER IV 
PHILOMELA COMES OF AGE: THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 
The sixteenth century in England is apparently 
marked by increasing literary concern with the myth since 
more illustrations of both themes and functions were found 
for this century than for the nearly four and one-half cen­
turies from the Norman conquest to 1500. In the sixteenth 
century there is a notable increase in emphasis on two 
themes of terror—violence and madness as compared to the 
fifteenth (see Table 1). Table 2 reveals that, among the 
themes of joy, uses of idealism, beauty of song, and mys­
tery of night also increase perceptibly in the same period. 
Table 3 shows a similar increase, among the func­
tions, in the symbolic use of the nightingale singing with 
her breast against a thorn and in the moral and didactic 
function. The function of the stressing of lyricism by 
heightening the emotion of romantic love by association 
witrt night, music, poignancy, or joy, for which no illus­
trations were found for the period from 1066 to 1500, had 
twice as many illustrations of use in the sixteenth century 
in England as during the span of time up to 1066. 
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Before considering in some detail the themes and 
functions of the myth of Philomela and Procne and the tradi­
tions of the nightingale exclusive of the myth some explan­
ation of the heightened literary emphasis on the myth in 
England appears necessary. 
Its increasing appeal can,in no small degree, be at­
tributed to the reawakening of interest in the Metamorphoses 
of Ovid after what L. P. Wilkinson calls a "medieval twilght 
of a century and a half" following Chaucer and Gower. He 
further states that the classical myths were familiar dur­
ing this time chiefly through mediaeval editings or through 
paraphrasing of these efforts by Lydgate and Caxton. The 
revival of scholarly enthusiasm for Ovid appears to be, to 
a great extent, due to the recommendation of Erasmus that 
the Heroides be used as a help in the teaching of letter-
writing and that "Ovid in general" be considered "chief 
master for the final exercise of rhetoric . . . ." Concern 
with Ovid and with mythology in English poetry was greatly 
stimulated by Golding's complete English translation of the 
Metamorphoses in 1565-67, Tuberville's Heroycall Epistles, 
Underdowne's Ibis, 1569, and Churchyard's Tristia, 1572. 
From then on throughout the sixteenth century the influence 
of ̂ )vid continued unabated.^" 
1 
Ovid Recalled (Cambridge, 1935), pp. 406-408. 
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The examples chosen to illustrate this period are 
largely concerned with the myth, although a few conventions 
from earlier times such as the nightingale singing with its 
breast against a thorn, its association with the cuckoo 
and with the owl, and the interpretation of notes of the 
nightingale still persist. Two full-length retellings of 
the story of Philomela and Procne by Gascoigne and by 
Pettie are included. Lyricists like Sidney, Lyly, Spenser, 
and Shakespeare have allusions to the parts of this tale 
that suit their purposes. During this time was found the 
first use of parts of the myth for conventional decorative 
effects. This practice has continued to the present. 
In the sixteenth century the following themes con­
cerned with terror will be studied, together with illus­
trations of their use: the wronged wife, the seduced sis­
ter, woven messages of fearful import, madness, murderous 
and cannibalistic vengeance, and violence. Unlike the 
period from 1066 to 1500, none of the examples found for 
the sixteenth century reflect oracular foreboding as a 
theme of terror. 
The theme of the wronged wife occurs in the retell­
ing of the myth in George Gascoigne's "The Complaynt of 
s 
Phylomene." In this poem Phylomene, after she has been 
violated by Tereus, admonishes him concerning his unfaith­
fulness to his wife Progne thus: "Could not my sisters 
loue/ Once quench thy filthy lust". Further on when she 
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is reunited with Progne and after Progne has released her 
from the sheepcot in which Tereus has confined her, 
Phylomene looks with shame to the ground as if to say to 
2 Progne: "Thy right by me is refte in wrongful wife." 
The seduced sister is referred to by George Pettie. 
He compares Tereus' seduction of Philomene to a wolf prey­
ing upon a lamb: "But as the ravenying Woulfe having 
seazed in his tearying clawes some seely Lambe, seekes some 
den to hide him in, that nothing hinder him from quietly 
injoyinge his pray, so hee was no sooner arrived on the 
coastes of his owne countrey, but that hee secretly con-
vayed her to a graunge of his owne, far from any towne or 
citie, & there by force filthily deflowred her. 
Woven messages of fearful import as a theme are ex­
pres s e d  i n  Pe t t i e .  H e  na r r a t e s  t h i s  e v e n t  t h u s :  " . . .  
at length shee went this way to worke, shee wrought and 
imbrodred cunningly in cloath the whole discourse of her 
course and carefull case . . . ." Instead of a servant 
delivering the garment to Progne a gentleman happened to 
ride by in time to accomplish this necessary errand for the 
eventual rescue of Phylomene (p.50). 
2 The Complete Poems of George Gascoigne, ed. 
WilMam Carew Hazlitt (London, 1870) , II, 232, 237. All 
subsequent references to "The Complaynt of Phylomene" are 
from the text edited by William Carew Hazlitt and will 
appear in the text. 
3A Petite Pallace of Pettie His Pleasure, ed. 
Herbert Hartman (London, 1938), p. 48. Subsequent references 
to this edition will appear in the text. 
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Madness is a minor theme included in an example 
from Gascoigne. A brief fit of madness on the part of 
Phylomene, when she hurls the severed head of Itys against 
Tereus' bosom, is implied in these lines: 
Nor euer in hir life 
Had more desire to speake 
Tha now: Wherby hir madding mood 
Might al hir malice wreake (11.242). 
Avowals of vengeance are numerous in Elizabethan 
versions of the tale of Philomela and Procne. The theme of 
murderous and cannibalistic vengeance is actually closely 
intertwined in the myth with that of violence. Murderous 
vengeance is portrayed by Pettie. He concisely states the 
vengeful motive of Progne before she kills Itys: "For as I 
was about to tell you, shee had by her husband one onely 
sonne, and shee his owne mother miserably mente to murther 
him, therby to bee revenged on her husband" (p.53). Canni­
balistic vengeance is well illustrated by William Shakes­
peare in the scene where Titus Andronicus bids Lavinia to 
a promised feast of the blood and powdered bones of Chiron 
and Demetrius after Titus has cut their throats: "This 
is the feast that I have bid her to,/ And this is the 
banquet she shall surfeit on;/ For worse than Progne I will 
be revenged" (V.ii.193-196).^ 
JL 
4 Titus Andronicus, ed. John Dover Wilson, The Works 
of Shakespeare (Cambridge, 1948), p. 83. Subsequent refer­
ences to this edition will appear in the text. 
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Violence is the theme of a poem by Edmund Spenser. 
In "Virgil's Gnat" he alludes to the murder of Itys by 
"those two Pandionian maids," meaning Philomela and Procne, 
"Calling on Itis, Itis, evermore,/ Whom, wretched boy, they 
slew with guiltie blades; . . ."(401-403).^ 
The themes relating to joy to be illustrated by 
passages from poets and dramatists of the Elizabethan Age 
are idealism, loyalty, love, metamorphosis into birds, 
beauty of song, either plaintive or joyful, the mystery of 
night, and association with spring. 
Pettie associates idealism with Progne. When she 
answers Tereus' proposal of marriage, Progne warns him that 
her ideals of conduct will not permit her to allow him to 
take liberties with her person before they are married; 
". . . mary as I may, which is for your harty goodwil to 
give you my hart, for any benefit of my body it is not in 
mee to bestow on you; for it you do mee that injury to 
exacte any thing at my hands lasciviously, honesty will not 
allow it, whose boundes I meane not to transgresse ..." 
(p.46). In his tale Progne's loyalty to her parents is 
exemplified in her refusal to marry Tereus without their 
The Complete Poetical Works of Edmund Spenser, ed. 
R. Neil Dodge, The Cambridge Edition of the Poets 
(Boston, 1908), p. 85. All subsequent quotations from 
"Virgil's Gnat," "The Ruines of Time," "Daphaiada," "The 
Tearesof the Muses," and "Another of the Same," are from 
the text edited by R. E. Neil and will appear in the text. 
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c o n s e n t :  " . . .  an d  i f  y o u  d o e  m e e  t h a t  h o n o u r  t o  p u r s u e  
my good will in the way of mariage, perchance my parents 
will permit it, who onely have power to place mee at their 
pleasuer" (p.46). 
The theme of love can be separated into love of 
family, as revealed in the myth, and the romantic love of 
sixteenth century lyrics. Family love is emphasized by the 
version of Gascoigne and is closely identified with loyalty. 
He shows the affection Pandion has for his two daughters 
when he calls them "These jewels of my joy" (40). 
The theme of romantic love is associated with the 
nightingale in many sixteenth century lyrics. A quotation 
from a poem by Spenser will illustrate this point. In 
"The Ruines of Time" he has the nightingale assume the 
role of a consoler for sleepless lovers: "And where the 
nightingale wont forth to powre her restless plaints, to 
comfort wakeful lovers, ..." (131-132). 
The metamorphoses of the principal characters into 
birds takes place in the adaptation by Gascoigne of the 
myth. He has these transformations happen as a result of 
a decree from the "heavenly bench" to prevent Tereus from 
murdering Philomela and Procne: 
So that by their decree 
j The youngest daughter fledde into the thicks, 
where couertly 
A cloi s t e r  l i f e  she ledde .... The eldest 
dame and wife 
A Swallowe was assignde, . . . The king him 
selfe condemnde 
A Lapwing for to be, . . . . 
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Gascoigne then introduces a transformation involving Itys 
that apparently does not occur elsewhere: 
The lad a Pheasant cocke 
For his degree hath gaind, 
Where blouddie plumes declare the bloud 
Wherwith his face was staind (11,242,243). 
Beauty of song is probably the most endearing char­
acteristic of the nightingale in the popular mind. Con­
sidered as a theme the song of the nightingale may be 
either plaintive or joyful, or it may be a mixture of both 
qualities. Still another emphasis is that the song is 
praised for its beauty alone. Few English poets of the 
sixteenth century appear to say that the bird's song repre­
sents joy unalloyed with sorrow. The connotation in the 
minds of poets of a plaintive quality probably has its 
origin in the myth of Philomela and Procne. Sir Philip 
Sidney in "Sonnet Number Four"of his "Certain Sonnets" 
in referring to the mournful quality of the song says that 
she "sings out her woes, . . . / And mournfully bewailing, / 
Her throate in tunes expresseth/ What grief her breast 
oppresseth, . . ." (4-7).^ 
The blending of sorrow and joy is exemplified in 
the following passage from Gascoigne: 
_ 
6 
The Poems of Sir Philip Sidney, ed. William A. 
Ringler (Oxford, 1962), pT 137. All subsequent references 
to "Sonnet Number Four" are from the text edited by William 
A. Ringler and will appear in the text. 
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But such a liuely song, now by the light 
Yet neuer hearde I such another note. 
It was (thought me) so pleasant and so plaine, 
Orphaeus harpe was neuer halfe so sweete, 
Tereu, Tereu, and thus she gan to plaine 
Most pitevsly, which made my hart to greeue 
(11,222) . 
This passage also well illustrates the function of the 
heightening of lyricism and the emotion of romantic love 
by association of the song of the nightingale with music. 
Gascoigne also well illustrates the praise of the 
nightingale's song solely for its beauty. In the following 
passage this poet is enthusiastic in his admiration: "She 
gan againe in melodie to melt,/ And many a note she warbled 
wondrous wel" (11,222). 
As noted heretofore, Aristotle and Pliny mention the 
nightingale's habit of singing at night as well as during 
the day. Poets ever since have associated its song with 
the mystery of night. This theme relates to the myth and 
also to romantic love. Its significance in relation to 
the myth is expressed by Gascoigne. According to him, 
Philomela sings at night because then she is safe from any 
future violence from Tereus: 
And Nightingale now namde 
Which Philomela hight, 
Delights for feare of force againe 
To sing alwayes by night (11,243). 
* 
A further interpretation seems to be that Philomela 
is forced to be out at night and hide during the day as 
punishment for her involvement in the murder of Itys: 
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She feeles a iust reuenge 
Of that which she hath done, 
Constrainde to vse the day for night, 
And makes the moone hir sunne (11,248) . 
Spenser provides a representative illustration of 
the use of the theme of night in relation to romantic love. 
In his "Daphnaida" the nocturnal vigil of the lover and the 
nightingale is viewed from the lover's standpoint rather 
than from that of the bird: "But I will wake and sorrow 
all the night/ With Philumene, my fortune to deplore,/ With 
Philumene, the partner of my plight" (474-476). 
Another important emphasis is that the nightingale 
has become almost inseparable in the minds of poets of the 
sixteenth century from the return of spring. In Richard 
Barnfield's "An Ode" from his Poems: In Diuers Humors the 
nightingale pines alone on a pleasant day in May: 
As it fell vpon a day, 
In the merrie Month of May, 
Sitting in a pleasant shade, 
Which a groue of Myrtles made, . . .(1-4) 
Euery thing did banish mone, _ 
Saue the nightingale alone (7-8). 
The functions of this myth in sixteenth century 
English literature are conventional decorative effect, 
dramatic impact, the intensifying of lyricism by furthering 
emotional responses to romantic love in relation to night 
or music, and the symbolic use of the nightingale singing 
7 The Poems of Richard Barnfield (London,n.d.), p. 
132. 
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with its breast against a thorn. 
Edmund Spenser best displays the use of the myth for 
conventional decorative effects. In "The Teares of the 
Muses" in the part devoted to Euterpe, the muse of music 
and lyric poetry, a decorative simile results when the 
unsuitability of the times for the flourishing of the arts 
is compared to the plight of Philomela in the blight of 
winter: 
Like as the dearling of the summers pryde, 
Faire Philomele, when winters stormie wrath 
The goodly fields, that earst so gay and dyde 
In colours divers, quite despoyled hath, all 
comfortlesse head 
During the time of that her widowhead: 
So we, that earst were wont in sweet accord 
All places with our pleasant notes to fill, 
Whilest favourable times did us afford 
Free libertie to chaunt our charmes at will, 
All comfortlesse upon the bared brow, 
Like culvers, doo sit wayling now (235-246). 
The myth is best used in this period for the purpose 
of dramatic impact by Shakespeare in Titus Andronicus. He 
achieves a heightened emotional effect by using the dramatic 
incidents of the myth to foretell the action in his tragedy, 
or to review it after it has happened. Aaron predicts the 
loss of Lavinia's tongue and her rape by Chiron and 
Demetrius by alluding to similar happenings in the 
Philpmela-Procne-Tereus triangle. "His [Bassanias1] 
Philomel must lose her tongue to-day,/ Thy sons make 
pillage of her chastity, . . . "(II.iii.43-44). 
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The rape of Lavinia seems more terrifying in retro­
spect when surmised by Titus. He names her predicament as 
the sad fate shared by Philomel: "This is the tragic tale 
of Philomel,/ And treats of Tereus' treason and his rape;/ 
And rape, I fear, was root of thy annoy" (IV.i.48-50). 
The underscoring of lyricism by enhancing emotional 
reaction to romantic love through association of the night­
ingale with night, or music, is present in the work of 
Gascoigne. Night can arouse joy or sorrow in the heart of 
the lover. The effect of night in Gascoigne appears to 
increase the poignancy of the nightingale's song and hence 
the corresponding emotion of the lover. The lover is con­
soled when he realizes that the nightingale has experienced 
a love similar to his own and, as a result, becomes fully 
receptive to the exquisite beauty of its song. These 
sentiments are implied in a passage from Gascoigne. 
Therein he speaks of the nightingale spending her nights in 
unselfish service to lovers: "But I which spend the darke 
and dreadful night/ In watch & ward whe those birds take 
their rest,/ ... I leade a life to please the louers 
minde . . ."(11,220). "But such as true and stedfast 
louers bene,/ Let them come neare, . . "(11,220). 
omene then says what she will do for a squire, who is 
a true lover: "Him wil I cheare with chaunting al this 
night: . . ."(11,222). 
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The symbolic use of the representation of the night­
ingale singing with its breast against a thorn is a sur­
vival in English poetry from Middle English, an example 
being cited on page 42 from Lydgate's "A Seying of the 
Nightingale." This use persists in the sixteenth century 
in Gascoigne, Sidney, and Lyly. 
The question of whether or not the following quo­
tation from John Lyly's poem "Spring's Welcome" illustrates 
the convention of the nightingale singing with her breast 
against a thorn is a subject of dispute between at least 
two critics: 
What bird so sings yet so does wail? 
0 tis the ravished nightingale. 
"Jug, jug, jug, tereu," she cries, 
And still her woes at midnight rise. 
Brave prick-song! . . . (1-5).^ 
Garrod assumes that the word "prick" in ')?rick-song" 
alludes to the thorn (p.152). Arthur Henry Bullen quotes 
Chappell as saying that the term "prick-song" means: 
"Harmony written or pricked down in opposition to plain-
song, where the descent rested with the will of the singer." 
Bullen adds his own comment: "The nightingale's song, being 
full of rich variety, is often termed prick-song by old 
g 
* "Spring's Welcome" in Lyrics from the Dramatists 
of the Elizabethan Age, ed. A. H. Bullen (New York, 1892), 
p. 6. 
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writers. So they speak of the cuckoo's plain-song."^ From 
the context it is not clear which critic is correct. There 
is always the possibility that Lyly, who is euphuistic, is 
punning and refers to both meanings. Garrod does not men­
tion any symbolism that explains this possible use. 
Gascoigne introduces this convention in the midst of 
Phylomene's complaint that her physical lot is hard and 
her song is little appreciated in comparison with that of 
other birds: "And rather praise the chattering of a pye/ 
Than hir that sings with brest against a pricke?" (11,221). 
There is no explanation in the poem of the significance of 
this predicament. 
Sidney seeks to ease the pain of the nightingale by 
making it appear to be less than his own in growing old. 
The bird in "Sonnet Four": 
Sings out her woes, a thorne her song-brooke 
making: 
. . . 0 Philomela faire, o take some gladness; 
That here is juster cause of plaintfull sad-
nesse: 
Thine earth now springs, mine fadeth: 
Thy thorne without, my thorne my heart invadeth 
(21-24). 
In the reference to "thy thorne without," "thorne" probably 
symbolizes, in the context, the physical suffering of the 
bird, which is less for her than the mental anguish of the 
> 
Q 
Lyrics from the Dramatists of the Elizabethan Age, 
ed. A. H. Bullen (New York, 1892) , p. 6~, footnote 1. 
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poet's "thorne" within is for him. 
Another function that carries over to the Renais­
sance from mediaeval times is the moral or didactic one. 
This function is particularly evident in the poetic adaption 
of the myth by Gascoigne and in the prose version by Pettie. 
Gascoigne voices his regret that Phylomene and Progne need 
be the sources of their doting father Pandion's deepest 
sorrow. 
See, see, how highest harmes 
Do lurke in ripest Ioyes, 
How couertly doth sorow shrowde 
In trymmest wordely toyes (11,225). 
Pettie, in his narrative, inserts the following 
moral observation immediately after Progne receives the 
woven message from Philomela: "See the just judgment of 
god, who will suffer no will done secretely, but it shalbee 
manifested openly, . . . But this tiranny of Tereus was so 
terrible that the very stones in the walles would have 
beewrayed it, if there had been no other meaner used"(p.51). 
Now that the themes and functions of the myth have 
been illustrated by their use in sixteenth century English 
literature, two minor traditions concerned with the night­
ingale remain to be considered briefly. These are the 
interpretation of the notes of the nightingale and the 
association of the nightingable with the cuckoo or the owl. 
The tradition of connecting notes of the nightingale 
with the myth of Philomela in various ways was well-rooted 
by the end of the Middle Ages. Gascoigne is the principal 
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poet to perpetuate this practice in sixteenth century 
England. He appears to be the only one who includes all 
the notes attributed to the nightingale by poets, together 
with an explanation of the significance of each one in 
relation to the myth. Near the beginning of his poem "The 
Complaynt of Phylomene" he introduces the notes. "Tereu, 
Tereu" is the first note, followed by "fye," "jug, jug, 
jug," and the last note, "Nemesis." After the metamorphoses 
of the principal characters into birds, Gascoigne gives a 
long, and rather involved explanation of each of the notes. 
"Tereu" signifies Tereus and represents the fear of 
Phylomene of a second rape by Tereus and the regret that 
her "pleasant speech" was lost through his removal of her 
tongue. "Fye" means the disdain that Phylomene has for all 
the bad that is tasted, heard, touched, smelled, or seen, 
including the evils that beset mankind, and the wicked 
deeds of Tereus, Progne and herself. "Jug, jug" appears 
to have a double meaning depending on the interpretation 
of its Latin derivation, which refers to Tereus' violation 
of her chastity and to Progne's murder of Itys. The last 
note, "Nemesis" is the name of the "Goddess of al iust 
revenge on whom Phylomene calls (11,222,223, 243-247). 
j The ties of the nightingale with the cuckoo and with 
the owl remain unbroken in the sixteenth century in England, 
but are weakened perhaps in comparison to what they were in 
the Middle English tradition not covered by the myth. 
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Gascoigne has Phylomene, in her complaint of the lack of 
appreciation of her song, repeat the tradition of the 
"cuckowe" sucking her eggs: "For such vnkinde as let the 
cuckowe flye/ To suck mine eggs, while I sit in the 
thicke?"/ She also downgrades the "cuckowe's" song: "Nay 
let them go to marke the cuckowes talke" (11,221). 
Spenser's commendatory verse entitled "Another of the Same" 
praises the cuckoo's song but does not consider it to rival 
that of the nightingale: "The prayse of meaner wits this 
worke like profit brings,/ As doth the Cuckos song delight 
when Philumena sings" (1-2). 
Gascoigne links the nightingale with the owl when 
the nightingale contrasts her "pleasant voice" with the 
"shryche and yel" of the owl (11,221). She is apparently 
more than willing to continue the debate that raged during 
the Middle Ages with the owl. 
The popularity of this myth in sixteenth century 
literature in England is evident from its numerous and 
varied uses and its elaborate and lengthy retellings. That 
its vogue carried over into seventeenth century English 
literature will be equally apparent in Chapter five. 
CHAPTER V 
PHILOMELA "WARBLING FORTH HER OWN DISASTER": 
THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
For the seventeenth century, as shown by Tables 1 
and 2, more uses of both themes of terror and of joy were 
found than in any other time. Among the themes of terror 
a significant trend is the continued high incidence of 
violence that began in the sixteenth. When the seventeenth 
century is compared with the sixteenth century marked 
increases, among the themes of joy, can be noted for ideal­
ism, metamorphosis into birds, beauty of song and associa­
tion with spring. Little that is remarkable can be observ­
ed from comparing the uses of functions in the seventeenth 
century to those of earlier periods except for the fact 
that dramatic impact is absent in the seventeenth; rhetor­
ical debate reappears in this century after vanishing in 
the sixteenth, and moral or didactic purpose continues to 
be prominent as it was in the sixteenth. 
During the seventeenth century less concern was 
discovered for the minor conventions of the interpretation 
of the notes of the nightingale than during the sixteenth. 
Interest in the tradition of the cuckoo and the nightingale 
was still evident, but no identification of the nightingale 
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with the owl was found. 
As in the sixteenth century the popularity of the 
myth of Philomela and Procne in seventeenth century English 
literature was due, to a considerable degree, to the con­
tinued influence of Ovid. The vogue of Ovid in the treat­
ment of mythology in English literature persisted during 
this age. There was an important English translation of 
the Metamorphoses, that of Sandys in 1632. L. P. Wilkinson 
states that "The fashion of elaborating Ovidian tales con­
tinued into the seventeenth century, with a bias toward 
the risque." While this opinion reflects, of course, the 
conclusion of only one critic of the twentieth century, 
it serves to point up the importance of the myth to poets. 
The influence of Ovid on Milton was noteworthy, particular­
ly during his early period. In fact, in Milton's first 
elegy, written in Latin to Diodati in 1626, he says, in a 
rhetorical spirit, that "If only Ovid's exile had been as 
mild as his [from Cambridge], he would have equalled Homer 
and Virgil . . ." (pp.405,427,429). Ovid also influenced 
John Dryden in the latter part of the seventeenth century. 
The testimony of W. B. Sedgwick confirms this conclusion. 
In referring to Dryden's Fables, published in 1700, the 
yeaa> of Dryden's death, Sedgwick says: "In the preface to 
the Fables he [Dryden] tells how he began with the twelfth 
book of the Metamorphoses for its story of the Trojan War, 
and was insensibly led on to translate large portions of 
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the rest of the poem, . . . . 
The themes concerned with terror from the myth to 
be illustrated from seventeenth century English literature 
are oracular foreboding, the wronged wife, the seduced 
sister, woven messages of dire import, madness, murderous 
and cannibalistic vengeance, and violence. Oracular fore­
boding is present, at the time of the wedding of Tereus and 
Progne in Patrick Hannay's "Philomela, the Nightingale" 
(1622) : 
The Furies' brands aloft did bear 
For Hymenean candles clear, 
Which lent a dismal light: 
The raven and the night-crow cry, 
The ominous owl abroad doth fly 
By day, and not by night. 
Juno, that blesseth first the bed 
Of happy wedded lovers, 
Came not, in saffron colours clad, 
Hymen affrighted, hovers, 
Not daring there 
Make his repair, 
(With presage dire dismay'd.) 
The Muses dread, 
The Graces fled, 
They were no less afraid (481-496). 
The theme of the wronged wife is illustrated in 
Martin Parker's "The Nightingale Warbling Forth HerOwne 
Disaster: or, The Rape of Philomela." Progne discovers 
Tereus' deceit when the messenger delivers to her 
x 
"'"Sedgwick, p. 292. 
2 "Philomela, the Nightingale" in Minor Poets of the 
Caroline Period, ed. George Saintsbury (Oxford, 1905), p. 
628. Subsequent references to this poem will appear in the 
text. 
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the woven handkerchief from Philomela: "The Queene by this 
did understand (at large)/ My woe wrought by her husbands 
villanie, . . ."(XXXVI.3-4).3 
The seduced sister is referred to in Richard 
Niccol's The Cuckow (1607), which is a mixture of the 
tradition of the Cuckoo and the Nightingale and the myth 
of Philomela and Procne. The nightingale, which is called 
Casta, or Philomela here, in her plea to be retained by 
Phoebe as the director of her bird choristers instead of 
being replaced by Dan Cuckoo, makes the following allusion 
to her rape by Tereus: "The Thracian king, whose lust-burnt 
thoughts did flame/ And burne in foule desire, did worke 
my shame:/ In Tracian woods . . . . 
The poetic rendition of the myth by Hannay mentions 
the woven messages of fearful import. He enhances the 
horror by adding blood-stains to the letters in the woven 
missive: 
A web I wrought of colour white, 
Letters with blood disdain'd 
I interweav'd, which his despite, 
And my care's caused contain'd, 
Thus signs I send 
Unto my sister-Queen; . . .(1415-21). 
3 j The Nightingale Warbling Forth Her Owne Disaster: 
or, The Rape of Philomela (London, 1632), p. 13. Subsequent 
references to this poem will appear in the text. 
4 
The Cuckow (London, 1607), p. 17. Subsequent ref­
erences to this poem will appear in the text. 
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Madness, though brief in nature, is a theme in 
Hannay. When Progne is contemplating revenge for the rape 
and mutilation of Philomela, she becomes temporarily mad: 
"She with disordered fury roves/ Through coverts, dens, and 
shady groves,/ With whoops and hollows loud" (1489-91). 
The theme of murderous vengeance is shown in Parker 
where Progne, in revenge for Tereus' rape of Philomela and 
his removal of her tongue, murders Itys: "Her owne deare 
sonne (by Tereus on her got)/ Vnnaturally she kil'd: ..." 
(XLIII.1-2). 
In Niccols, Progne joins the flock of birds hurrying 
to witness the debate between Dan Cuckow and Casta or 
Philomel, the nightingale to determine who is to lead the 
avian choristers of Phoebe in the Garden of Bliss. The ill 
fame of Progne's cannibalistic banquet served to Tereus 
pursues her even here: 
There Progne came who did present for food 
In tragic feast, her owne dear Itis blood 
To bloddie Tereus, in auengment fell 
Of sister dear Pandions Philomel, . . .(p.13). 
The theme of violence is rampant throughout the re­
telling of this myth. Hannay's too vivid account of the 
mayhem committed on Itys' body by Progne repels the reader: 
"She cut, and rent/ Him piece-meal . . .,"(1596-1597). 
s 
Not to be outdone by Hannay, Parker carries the theme of 
violence in the mutilation of Itys to even more sadistic 
extremes. After saying that Progne "cut his head off," he 
says: "But of his little limbs she made minc'd pies, . . ." 
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(XLVI.4-5). 
The themes of the seventeenth century reflecting 
joy provide refreshing contrast to those of terror just 
described. They are idealism, loyalty, love, metamorphosis 
into birds, beauty of song, either plaintive or joyful, the 
mystery of night, and the association with spring. Ideal­
ism is illustrated in Hannay. In his poem the relationship 
between Pandion and his wife seems ideal in that each gives 
to the other all that he has: 
I know not which did seem most rich, 
By lavishness in giving; 
Each gave so much, I think none such 
Was left amongst the living (106-112). 
The ability to inspire loyalty is one of Pandion's 
outstanding traits as revealed by Parker. The loyalty of 
Pandion's subjects for their beloved king is shown in the 
following tribute to Pandion after his death: "His living 
vertue wonne a cypress wreath:/ And his true loving subjects 
with salt teares/ Wat'red his sepulcher for many years" 
(LXX.5-7). 
The theme of romantic love is well represented in 
Thomas Dekker's "The Merry Month of May" from his drama 
The Shoemaker's Holiday, or The Gentle Craft. The nightin­
gale pleads with the lover to be receptive to his lay of 
love: "Now the nightingale, the pretty nightingale,/ . . . 
Entreats thee, sweet Peggy, to hear thy true love's tale: * 
ii 5 • • • John Milton, in his sonnet "To a Nightingale" 
5 "The Merry Month of May" m Lyrics from the Drama-
tists of the Elizabethan Age, ed. A. H. Bullen (New York, 
1892), p^ 81. Subsequent references to this poem will appear 
in the text. 
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repeats a tradition concerning the cuckoo and the nightin-
i 
gale and success in love that he apparently borrowed from 
Thomas Glanville's "The Cuckoo and the Nightingale."6 
"Thy liquid notes that close the eye of day,/ First heard 
before the shallow cuckoo's bill,/ Portend success in 
love.. . . 
The metamorphosis into birds is mentioned by Hannay 
and Parker. Hannay has a rather extended description of 
this incident. He portrays some of the physical aspects 
of the transformation: "Soft pens sprout out, our arms 
turn wings,/ . . . Soft plumes our bodies wear"(1637,1639). 
Parker relates Tereus1 transformation thus: "Tereus 
was made a lapwing, he doth cry/ For his sonne Itis, as 
aloft he flyes, . . ."(LXII.1-2). He describes fully the 
pointed bill and its significance in the myth: "He hath 
a bill exceeding sharp and long,/ A figure of that knife 
(it seemes to be)/ Wherewith he did cut out the tongue of 
me"(LXIII.5-7). 
There are numerous references to the beauty of song 
of the nightingale with emphasis upon the plaintive quality. 
g 
Thomas P. Harrison, They Tell of Birds: Chaucer, 
Spefiser, Milton, Drayton (Austin, 1956), p. 87. Subsequent 
references to this poem will appear in the text. 
^The Poetical Works of John Milton, The Globe 
Edition (london, 1954), p. 543. All quotations from "To 
a Nightingale," "II Penseroso," and Paradise Lost are from 
the Globe edition and will appear in the text. 
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For example, in Richard Brathwaite's lyric "The Nightingale" 
this bird in her song laments her shameful mistreatment by 
Tereus: "Thus hath faithless Tereus made/ Heartless 
Philomele/ Moan her in her forlorn shade, ..." (25-27) . ̂ 
It appears^, therefore/ that the song of the nightingale is 
often sad or mournful when it refers to the myth. 
The mystery of the night is treated poetically by 
John Dryden. In his rendition of "The Flower and the Leaf" 
into modern English he presents a peaceful picture of ap­
proaching night: 
The sun was set; and Vesper to supply 
His absent beams, had lighted up the sky. 
When Philomel, officious all the day 
To sing the service of the ensuing May, _ 
Fled from her laurel shade . . . (437-441) . 
To seventeenth century English poets the nightingale 
is often a bird of spring. For example, William Drummond 
of Hawthornden, in "To a Nightingale," associates this 
bird with "Fair seasons, budding sprays, sweet-smelling 
flowers; . . . " (4) . 
O 
"The Nightingale," in Elizabethan Lyrics from the 
Original Texts, ed. Norman Ault, 3rd ed. (New~ York, 1949) , 
p~] 503 . Subsequent references to this poem will appear in 
the text. 
Q 
The Poetical Works of John Dryden, ed. George 
Gilfillan (Edinburgh, 1855), II, 318. 
> -^The Poems of William Drummond of Hawthornden, ed. 
William C. Ward, The Muses Library (London, 1894), II, 30. 
All references to "To a Nightingale," and "Sonnet LIII," 
are from the Muses Library edition and will appear in the 
text. 
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The functions of the myth of Philomela and Procne in 
seventeenth-century English literature are conventional 
decorative effect, the underscoring of lyricism by stimulat­
ing emotional response to romantic love through association 
with night, music, poignancy, or joy, the symbolic use of 
the nightingale singing with its breast against a thorn, 
and for a moral or didactic purpose. 
Reference to the myth serves for conventional decor­
ative effect in Milton. Thomas P. Harrison says that "Dis­
regarding the Ovidian fable of Spenser, Sidney, and the 
rest, Milton occasionally uses the classical name Philomel, 
yet still the bird is a symbol of Eros"(p.87). In "II 
Penseroso" Milton uses Philomel to deepen the prevailing 
mood of pensiveness and melancholy: "'Less Philomel will 
deign a song,/ In her sweetest saddest plight/ . . . (56-57), 
Sweet bird, that shunnest the noise of folly,/ Most musical, 
most melancholy!"(61-62). 
The underscoring of lyricism through enhancing the 
emotional response to romantic love because of the associa­
tion with night is found in Milton's Paradise Lost where he 
refers to the nightingale's song as "amorous": 
Now came still Evening on and twilight gray 
Had in her sober livery all things clad 
' Silence accompanied; for beast and bird, 
They to their grassy couch, these to their nests 
Were slunk, all but the wakeful nightingale. 
She all night long her amorous descant sung: 
. . . (IV,598-603). 
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The association with music is illustrated by Niccols 
in "The Cuckow." The strains of Philomela's song are 
considered superior to those of the lute, the violl, or a 
choir: 
Now some sweete straine to mind she doth restore, 
Which all the winter shee had conn'd before 
And with such cunning deskants thereupon, 
That curious art nere doctrin'd any one 
With Lute, with Violl, or with voice in quier, 
. . . (p.12) . 
The lay of Philomela incites chastity in love, whereas Dan 
Cuckoo's song incites wantonness in love (p.5). 
The function of relating poignancy to the emotion of 
romantic love is shown in an example from Drummond's 
"Sonnet LIII." In this poem the nightingales remind the 
poet of his absence from his loved one: "I curse the 
night, yet do from day me hide,/ The Pandionian birds I 
tire with moans/ . . . Since absence did me from my bliss 
divide"(1-2,4). 
Joy as it relates to the emotion of romantic love is 
treated in Milton's sonnet "To the Nightingale." Hope, as 
well as joy in love, are the message of its song: "Thou 
with fresh hope the lover's heart dost fill,/ While the 
jolly hours lead on to propitious May"(3-4). 
The use of the nightingale's song in the praise of 
s 
God by Drummond of Hawthornden in "To a Nightingale" is a 
reversion to a mediaeval practice previously noted in 
Alcuin's "Song of a Nightingale." The nightingale in 
Drummond's poem praises God for his benevolence: "To rocks, 
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to springs, to rills, from leafy bowers/ Thou thy creator's 
goodness dost declare, ..." (5-6). 
The symbolic use of the tradition of the nightingale 
singing with its breast against a thorn is continued from 
1066 through the seventeenth century. The symbolism is 
repeated in Dekker, Niccols, Brathwaite, and Parker but its 
meaning is not explained. Apparently poets assume by this 
time that its significance is common knowledge. In Dekker's 
"The Merry Month of May" the "brier," as he calls it, is 
associated with pleading the cause of steadfast love: "Now 
the nightingale, the pretty nightingale,/ . . . Entreats 
thee, sweet Peggy, to hear thy true love's tale:/ Lo, 
yonder she sitteth, her breast against a brier" (5,7-8). 
In Niccols the thorn is related to exile in a desert wood: 
"I since have lived in the desert wood,/ Where sitting once 
on humble thorne alone . . ." (p.18). Brathwaite's night­
ingale is merry despite her ordeal: "[she] chants out her 
merry madrigal,/ With hawthorn pressed: . . "(3-4). Parker 
leaves the option to the reader whether the obstacle is a 
brier or thorn: "I Philomel (turn'd into a nightingale)/ 
Fled to the woods, and 'gainst a bryer or thorne,/ I sit 
and warble out my mournful tale: ..." (LVII.1-3). The 
The thorn again is apparently a part of her punishment 
while she is in exile. 
Moral and didactic purpose are still evident in the 
retellings of the myth in the seventeenth century. For 
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instance, Parker pontificates on the impotence and vulner­
ability of mortality: 
But see the mutability o' th' world 
And wordly things; how apt wee are to fall 
From blisse to bale: we to and from are hurl'd 
From joy to woe, from liberty to thrall; 
Most know their birth, but none know how they 
shall 
Depart from hence, or where, or when, or how, 
No time is ours but that which we have now 
(VII.1-7). 
Minor conventions that have later been connected 
with the myth persist in the seventeenth century. Interest 
in the interpretation of the notes of the nightingale 
appears to be less than it was in the sixteenth century. 
A few poets, such as Brathwaite and Brome persist in this 
practice. Brathwaite begins his brief lyric with the "jug, 
jug" note: "Jug, jug 1 Fair fall the nightingale" (1). 
He shortens the "tereu, tereu" to "te'u, te'u": "Te'u, 
te'u! thus she sings even by even, . . ." (5). He intro­
duces the note "tis, tis" (7), which Garrod thinks "is 
perhaps the same as Gascoigne's Nemesis" (p.150). Richard 
Brome in "A Jovial Crew, or The Merry Beggars" ascribes the 
"ju<?/ jug" note to the cuckoo but gives no interpretation 
of its meaning: "'Cuckoo,' cries he; 'Jug, jug, jug,' 
sings she." (9). 
"A Jovial Crew, or The Merry Beggars" in Lyrics 
from the Dramatists of the Elizabethan Age, ed. A. H. 
Bullen (New York, 1892) , p"! 209. Subsequent references to 
this poem will appear in the text. 
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The bond between the cuckoo and the nightingale re­
mains undissolved. In Dekker the cuckoo remains the sinis­
ter influence on lovers, and the nightingale the beneficial 
one: 
But 0, I spy the cuckoo, the cuckoo, the cuckoo; 
See where she sitteth; come away, my joy; 
Come away, I prithee, I do not like the cuckoo 
Should sing where Pecrgy and I kiss and toy 
"(9-12) . 
However, Dekker says the nightingale: "Entreats 
thee, sweet Peggy, to hear thy true love's tale; . . ."(7). 
Niccols' entire poem The Cuckow is devoted to the rhetorical 
debate between the cuckoo and the nightingale, its outcome 
and the subsequent fate of the loser the nightingale. In 
this poem Philomela or Casta, fearing the result of her 
singing contest with Dan Cuckoo, dreads the possibility of 
Dan Cuckoo, whom she calls another Tereus, driving her out 
of the Bower of Bliss: 
For is it yet enough alas, that I 
From stately palaces of kings do flie, 
Still dreading Tereus lothsome luxurie 
To live in woods likewise the forlorne Philomel? 
(pp.19-20). 
Brome revives the long standing contest between the cuckoo 
and the nightingale for supremacy of song: "But above all 
the nightingale,/ Who in her sweetness strives t' outdo/ 
Thd*loudness of the hoarse cuckoo" (6-8). 
This consideration of minor traditions related to 
the use of the myth in seventeenth century English liter­
ature concludes this chapter. Chapter six will be concern­
ed with the myth in eighteenth century English literature. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE ECLIPSE OF PHILOMELA'S TALE OF "MECHANIC WOE": 
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
In the eighteenth century in England there appears 
to have been a marked decrease of interest in the myth of 
Philomela and Procne. It is evident from Tables 1, 2 and 
3 that noticeably fewer illustrations of themes and of 
functions were found in the eighteenth century than in the 
seventeenth. Since no complete retellings of the myth were 
discovered for this century, themes reflecting terror seem 
to be non-existent. Among the themes of joy, love and 
metamorphosis into birds decreased appreciably from seven­
teenth century to the eighteenth. No uses of idealism or 
loyalty were found for the eighteenth century as contrasted 
with several uses of each for the seventeenth. Among 
functions, conventional decorative effect increased from 
the seventeenth century to the eighteenth even though total 
uses of functons decreased markedly. The symbolic use of 
the nightingale with its breast against a thorn and moral 
or didactic purpose show a decline in use from the seven­
teenth to the eighteenth century. Although a few uses for 
rhetorical debate were found for the seventeenth century, 
none were discovered for the eighteenth. Examples of the 
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use of satire and humor were found for the first time in 
the eighteenth century. 
These findings concerning the relative lack of use 
of the myth or of the non-mythical tradition of the night­
ingale are confirmed by at least one critic, Heathcoate 
William Garrod. He testifies that "Between Crashaw and 
Coleridge, the nightingale hardly has a history in our 
poetry" (p.136). 
The fact that interest in Ovid declined after about 
1700 may be one of the reasons for the scarcity of good 
mythological poems.-*- Another reason is that the emphasis 
on satire and burlesque in eighteenth century English lit­
erature caused classical mythology to be a subject of 
ridicule and thus probably contributed to its decline as 
an influence. For instance, William Cowper satirized the 
classical convention from mythology of the use of Philomel 
in poetry in his poem "An Ode. Secundum artum" (III.3-4).2 
An important contributing factor, according to Douglas 
Bush, was the religious objections by such prominent persons 
as Blackmore, Addison, Isaac Watts, Joseph Spence, Dr. 
"'"Sedgwick, p. 493. 
Poetical Works of William Cowper, ed. Robert Bell, 
The -Annotated Edition of the English Poets (London, 1854), 
I, 101. All quotations from "To the Nightingale," "An Ode. 
Secundum artum," and "The Nightingale and Glowworm" are 
from the text edited by Robert Bell and will appear in the 
text. 
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Johnson, and Cowper to the use of pagan myth or the blend­
ing of it with Christian teaching.-* However, while emphasis 
on classical mythology suffered a decline in this age there 
occur, of course, a number of allusions worth pointing out, 
especially themes suggestive of joy. These are love, meta­
morphosis into birds, beauty of song, the beauty of night, 
the association with spring and the praise of God. 
James Thomson in "Spring" from The Seasons invokes 
the nightingale through its song to inspire him to sing of 
the joys of love: 
. . . and hark, how loud the woods 
Invite you forth in all your gayest trim 
Lend me your song, ye nightingales! oh pour 
The mazy-running soul of melody 
Into my varied verse! while I deduce, 
From the first note the hollow cuckoo sings, 
The symphony of Spring, and touch a theme 
Unknown to fame—the passion of the groves 
(574-581).4 
Thomson also describes the poignancy of love in the 
same poem. The lover is distracted and inconsolable: 
. . . his wafted spirit flies 
To the vain bosom of his distant fair; 
And leaves the semblance of a lover, fix'd 
In melancholy site, with head declin'd, 
And love-dejected eyes . . . (1020-1024). 
Mythology and the Romantic Tradition in English 
Poetry, Library of Literary Criticism (New York, 1957) , 
pp. 27- 24. 
4 
Poetical Works, ed. George Gilfillan, Library 
Edition of the British Poets, Vol. 3 (Edinburgh, 1855), p. 
18. All quotations from "Spring" are from the edition 
edited by George Gilfillan and will appear in the text. 
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Sadness in the beauty of the song of the nightingale 
is emphasized by William Collins. The mournful nature of 
the bird's song is particularly stressed in his "Ode to 
Simplicity"(916-17). Even though the song is forlorn it 
tends to sooth fellow sufferers: "By Her whose Love-born 
Woe/ In ev'ning Musings slow/ Sooth'd sweetly sad Electra's 
Poet's Ear: . . (16-17).^ As explained in a note to the 
text "Electra's Poet" means Sophocles, and these two lines 
refer to a passage relating to the nightingale in Sophocles' 
drama Electra (p.167). 
In "An Ode. Secundum artum" Cowper points to both 
joy and sorrow in the nightingale's song: "And sweetly 
warbling Philomel, shall flow/ Thy soothing sadness in 
mechanic woe" (III.3-4). The epithet "sweetly warbling" 
would indicate gaiety and "soothing sadness" and "mechanic 
woe" reveal anguish. 
Pope and Cowper sing of the mystery of night accom­
panied by the song of nightingale. Pope in his pastoral 
"Winter; or, Daphne" depicts a nocturnal mood of calm expect­
ancy : 
How all things listen, while thy Muse complains I 
Such silence waits on Philomela's strains, 
In some still ev'ning, when the wisp'ring breeze 
Pants on the leaves, and dies upon the trees 
(77-80). 
5 
The Poems of William Collins, ed. Edmund Blunden, 
The Haselwood Books (London, 1929), p. 79. 
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The theme of metamorphosis into birds occurs in one 
illustration from Alexander Pope's "An Essay on Man": "Or 
hears the hawk when Philomela sings?" (III.56).^ The 
"hawk" apparently refers to Tereus after his transformation 
and "Philomela" to her change into a nightingale. 
Beauty of song can reflect joy or sorrow, or a com­
bination of the two. Joy in the nightingale's song is ex­
pressed by William Cowper in "To the Nightingale". He has 
the nightingale, in defiance of the facts of natural his­
tory, sing on New Year's Day apparently to administer to 
the poet's sagging spirits a much needed dose of cheer: 
"Sing'st thou, sweet Philomel, to me,/ . . . Or sing'st 
thou rather under force of some divine command,/ Commission­
ed to presage a course/ Of happier days at hand?" (9,13-16). 
Cowper's delightful, if moralistic, fantasy, "The Nightin­
gale and Glowworm" provides insight into the nightingale's 
nighttime feeding habits as well as mentioning its practice 
of nocturnal song: 
A Nightingale, that all day long 
Hath cheered the village with his song, 
Nor yet at eve his note suspended, 
Nor yet at eventide was ended, 
Began to feel, as well he might, 
The keen demands of appetite; 
When, looking eagerly around, 
He spied something shining in the dark, 
J 
The Complete Poetical Works of Alexander Pope, The 
Cambridge Edition of the Poets (Boston, 1903) , p~! 146. All 
quotations from "An Essay on Man," "Spring; or Damon," and 
"Song by a Person of Quality" are from the Cambridge Edition 
of the English Poets and will appear in the text. 
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And knew the glowworm by his spark; 
So stooping down from the hawthorn top, 
He thought to put him in his crop (1-12). 
Cowper makes an unusual comparison when the glowworm es­
capes his threatened fate by persuading his potential 
devourer that the glowworm by lighting the dark with his 
lamp serves as useful a function as the nightingale with 
his song. 
The nightingale is associated with spring by Pope. 
In "Spring; or Damon" he celebrates the nightingale as the 
joyous herald of spring: "When warbling Philomel salutes 
the spring" (26). 
The use of the song of the nightingale in the praise 
of God, a theme in mediaeval English poetry and also in 
seventeenth century English poetry, is repeated for eight­
eenth century English poetry by Cowper in two poems. In 
"To the Nightingale" he portrays the song of the nightin­
gale as a joyous response to the will of God: 
Or sing'st thou rather under force 
Of some divine command, 
Commissioned to presage a course 
Of happier days at hand? (13-16). 
The praise of God is also a theme in "The Nightingale and 
Glowworm." The nightingale and the glowworm, each in his 
own way, honors God: "For 'twas the self-same power Divine/ 
Taught you to sing, and me to shine; ..." (18-19). 
The functions of the myth in eighteenth century 
English literature are conventional decorative effect, the 
pointing up of lyricism by promoting emotional response to 
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romantic love through association with night, poignancy, or 
joy, the symbolic use of the nightingale singing with its 
breast against a thorn, moral or didactic purpose, and 
humor and satire. 
The use of the myth for conventional decorative 
effect is rather common among the eighteenth century English 
poets in whose works illustrations of the use of the myth 
or of the literary tradition of the nightingale outside 
the myth were found. For example, Thomson in "Spring" 
characterizes the nightingale by the descriptive phrase 
the "bird of eve" (1039) to harmonize with his nostalgic 
picture of moonlight and romance. 
The varied mood of night in its relation to love 
and lyricism is well epitomized in Thomson's "Spring." In 
this poem he unfolds a setting of moonlight, contemplative 
solitude, and Philomela's mournful serenade for the languish­
ing lover: 
Nor quits his deep retirement, till the Moon 
Peeps through the chambers of the fleecy east, 
Unlighten'd by degrees, and in her train 
Leads on the gentle hours: then forth he walks 
Beneath the trembling languish of her beam, 
With soften'd soul, and woos the bird of eve 
to mingle woes with his: . . .(1034-40). 
The emotion of love is kindled by a feeling of its 
s 
poignancy in Alexander Pope's "Song by a Person of Quality." 
In the beginning he invokes the God of Love: "Flutt'ring 
spread thy purple Pinions,/ Gentle Cupid, o'er my heart; 
. . ." (1-2). His nightingale, however, at the end, is 
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abject and resigned: "Thus when Philomela drooping,/ 
Softly seeks her silent Mate, . . . Melody resigns to 
Fate" (29-30,32). From the context of these lines it is 
apparent that Pope is satirizing the conventional treatment 
of the myth rather than treating it in a serious manner. 
Poignancy is shown, even if in a mock-serious manner, by 
the use of the participle "drooping" referring to Philomela, 
"silent" referring to "mate". "Fate" could signify the 
unhappy plight of Philomela. 
The opposite feelina of joy in love is stimulated by 
the beginning lines of Gray's "On the Spring" (1-7): 
Lo! where the rosy-bosomed Hours, 
Fair Venus' train appears, 
Disclose the long-expecting flowers, 
And wake the purple year! (1-4). 
The following phrases from this passage enhance the impres­
sion of exuberance in love: "rosy-bosomed hours" and "long-
expecting flowers." 
The symbolic use of the nightingale singing with its 
breast against a thorn appears to be little emphasized in 
eighteenth century English poetry. In fact, only one in­
direct reference was found. Cowper in "The Nightingale and 
Glowworm" has the nightingale "stooping down from the 
hawthorn top" (11). The assumption that his passage re-
s 
lates to this tradition has validity only if the interpre­
tation is made that "hawthorn" symbolizes the "thorn." The 
nightingale is frequently a denizen of the hawthorn. In 
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fact, Brathwaite in "The Nightingale" mentions the nightin­
gale "with hawthorn pressed" (4). 
Moral or didactic purpose can be illustrated by 
Cowper. In "The Nightingale and Glowworm" he has the 
glowworm deliver a moral and religious discourse on peace 
and Christian brotherhood. The glowworm concludes this 
sermon by observing piously: 
Those Christians best deserve the name, 
Who studiously make peace their aim; 
Peace both the duty and the prize 
Of him that creeps and him that flies (35-38). 
A function that has not been observed previously is 
that of humor derived from satire. This development is 
observed in two poems by Cowper. The first, "An Ode. 
Secundum artem," is a satire on the composing of Pindaric 
Odes (1.102). He lampoons the subjects of these odes: 
"Light subjects suit not the Pindaric ode, . . ." (1.3), 
the lack of inspiration: "Hail to the sons of modern 
Rome,/ Mechanic dealers in sublime, . . ." (II.9-10), and 
the conventions used, such as the soaring lark, "sweetly 
warbling Philomel" and "oaks" that are "in chains of ivy 
bound" (111.1,3,7). Much of the humor in "The Nightingale 
and Glowworm" is derived from the incongruity of the sit­
uation of a nightingale seeking a glowworm as food, and 
from the clever use of language. Although the idea of a 
nightingale eating a glowworm seems fantastic, Cowper 
claims to have found verification for this fact in a 
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"philosophical tract in the R e g i s t e r . A n  e x a m p l e  o f  
Cowper's adept use of language to describe a humorous sit­
uation is the following: 
The songster heard his short oration, 
And, warbling out his approbation, 
Released him, as my story tells, 
And found a supper somewhere else (23-26). 
Minor conventions associated with the nightingale, 
such as the interpretation of notes and the cuckoo and the 
nightingale, were apparently not used in a perfunctory way 
by eighteenth century British poets. No illustrations were 
found for the interpretation of the various notes, and only 
briefly do Thomson and Gray mention the cuckoo in associa­
tion with the nightingale. 
Thomson in "Spring" enlists the songs of the night­
ingale and the cuckoo to serenade the return of spring: 
Lend me your song, ye nightingales! oh pour 
The mazy-running soul of melody 
Into my varied verse! While I deduce, 
From the first note the hollow cuckoo sings, 
The symphony of Spring . . . (576-580). 
In Thomas Gray's "On the Spring" the nightingale and the 
cuckoo again accompany each other in welcoming the spring: 
"The attic warbler pours her throat,/ Responsive to the 
ar 
7 
Cowper, I, 169. 
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cuckoo's note,/ The untaught harmony of spring: ..." 
(6-8).8 
The foregoing discussion of Thomson, Gray, Collins, 
and Cowper, as representative poets who wrote on the night­
ingale or on the myth of Philomela and Procne in the 
eighteenth century, naturally leads to the consideration 
in Chapter Seven of the treatment of the myth and of the 
tradition of the nightingale by nineteenth century English 
poets. 
Poems, Letters, and Essays, ed. John Drinkwater, 
Everyman's Library, No. 628 (London, 1963), p. 1. All 
quotations from "On the Spring" are from the text edited 
by John Drinkwater and will appear in the text. 
CHAPTER VII 
PHILOMELA REVIVED: THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
After the comparative neglect by English poets in 
the eighteenth century of the themes and functions of the 
tradition of the nightingale and the myth except for the 
functions of conventional decorative effect and of satire 
or humor,there occurs, in the nineteenth century, a re­
vival of interest. This conclusion is supported by the 
findings of Table 4, which shows that the total number of 
illustrations found for themes and functions for the nine­
teenth century is slightly more than twice those for the 
eighteenth. Among the themes of terror, according to 
Table 1, oracular foreboding, the wronged wife, and madness 
continue to be absent during the nineteenth century as they 
are during the eighteenth. However, the seduced sister, 
woven messages of fearful import, murderous vengeance, and 
violence reappear in the nineteenth after a lapse of one 
century. Table 2 shows that the themes of joy that con­
tinue to be absent during the nineteenth century, as well 
as during the eighteenth, are idealism and loyalty. Love, 
beauty of song, and the association with night show greater 
increases in numbers of uses found for the nineteenth 
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century than do those for the eighteenth. 
The illustrations of the functions of conventional 
decorative effect, as shown by Table 3, continue to be 
numerous in the nineteenth century, but they decrease 
slightly when compared with the number of uses in the 
eighteenth. As one would suspect, however, the drama of 
the myth reappears in the nineteenth century for the first 
time since the sixteenth. The emphasis on lyricism by the 
intensifying of romantic love through association with 
night, music, poignancy, or joy and moral or didactic pur­
pose increase noticeably from the eighteenth to the nineteen­
th century. Finally, the symbolic use of the nightingale 
singing with its breast against a thorn disappears in the 
nineteenth century for the first time since the period 
prior to 1066. 
Before outlining the themes and functions of the 
myth and of the tradition outside the myth, a possible 
reason for the recurrence of the popularity of these two 
aspects of the treatment of the nightingale in English 
literature needs to be considered. The apparent decline 
in the influence of Latin literature and the corresponding 
increase of that of Greek literature on nineteenth century 
English literature seem to provide a plausible explanation. 
Casper J. Kraemer says that in the first half of 
this century a pronounced classical interest arose in the 
midst of the English Romantic Movement eventuating in a 
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virtual abandonment of Latin in favor of Greek (p.495), 
although prior to 1812, according to Frederick E. Pierce, 
English authors showed very little interest in Greek. "The 
poems of Wordsworth published before 1814, the earlier 
works of Coleridge, Southey, Scott, Campbell, and of the 
more poetical minors, such as Hogg and Leyden, almost 
ignore Hellas." He continues to say that after 1812 there 
was a fairly distinct Hellenic influence diverting English 
poets to Grecian themes. This development continued into 
the twentieth century.1 With the decline of interest in 
Latin, the influence of Ovid on nineteenth-century British 
literature becomes negligible. He retires to the schools 
to serve the limited function of a textbook in mythology 
(Coon,p.288). Caution must be exercised, of course, to 
avoid accepting completely sweeping generalizations/ but the 
foregoing remarks of these three critics illustrate a trend. 
It is/ therefore/ not surprising that no complete re­
tellings of the myth of Philomela and Procne were found in 
nineteenth-century English literature, although many allus­
ions to this myth occur. The themes concerned with terror 
found in the illustrations from nineteenth-century English 
authors include the seduced sister, woven images of fearful 
import, murderous and cannibalistic vengeance, and violence. 
^"The Hellenic Current in Nineteenth Century Poetry," 
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, XVI (1917), 104-
105. 
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An apparent reference to the seduced sister occurs 
in Matthew Arnold's "Philomela": "The too clear web, and 
the dumb sister's shame" (21). Since the poet is address­
ing Philomela, the sister referred to is clearly Procne. 
The association of shame with this sister seems to indicate 
that Procne was the sister seduced by Tereus. This inter­
pretation is contrary to the usual English one where 
2 Philomela is the violated sister. 
The theme of woven images of dire import also ap­
pears in the same poem. Arnold seems to reverse the roles 
that the sisters play in the usual English versions of the 
myth. He appears to identify Philomela as the sister who 
reads the message in the web and Procne as the one who 
weaves it: "Dost thou again peruse/ With hot cheeks and 
sear'd eyes/ The too clear web, and thy dumb sister's 
shame?"(19-21). 
With regard to the theme of murderous vengeance, 
Algernon Swinburne in "Itylus," stresses the haunting 
memory in Philomela's mind of the slaying of Itys: 
The small slain body, the flower-like face, 
. . . The hands that cling and the feet that 
follow, 
> * 
2 "Philomela," in The Atlantic Book of British and 
American Poetry, ed. Edith Sitwell, an Atlantic Monthly 
Press Book (Boston, 1958), 756. Subseguent references to 
this poem will appear in the text. 
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The voice of the child's blood crying yet 
Who hath remembered me? Who hath forgotten? 
(53,56-58).3 
The theme of violence occurs in "The Burden of Ttys" 
by Oscar Wilde. In this poem he has two allusions to 
violence, the first to the murder of Itys and the second to 
Philomela's loss of her tongue. In the first passage he 
exhorts the nightingale to sing of the slaying of Itys: 
"Sing on! and I the dying boy will see/ Stain with his 
purple blood the waxen bell/ That overweighs the jacinth, 
. . . ." In the second the poet seeks to comfort the 
grieving Philomel by assuring her that in England there is 
no Tereus to do her violence: "Here is no cruel Lord with 
4 murderous blade." 
The themes suggestive of joy are love, metamorphosis 
into birds, beauty of song, and associations with the night 
and with spring. Romantic love a frequent theme of nine­
teenth century English poets, is reflected in the poignant 
sentiments of the lover induced by the song of the nightin­
gale, movingly expressed by Percy Bysshe Shelley in "The 
Indian Serenade": 
3 
Selections from the Poetical Works of A. C. Swin­
burne from the Latest English Edition of His Work's^ ed. R. 
hT Stoddard (New York, 1884), p^ 469. All quotations from 
"Itylus" and "Atalanta in Calydon" are from the text edited 
by R. H. Stoddard and will appear in the text. 
^Complete Works of Oscar Wilde, Poems, ed. Robert 
Ross, Authorized Edition (New York, 1909), pp. 91, 96. All 
quotations from "The Burden of Itys" are from the text edit­
ed by Robert Ross and will appear in the text. 
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The Nightingale's complaint— 
It dies upon her heart 
As I must die on thine, 
Oh beloved as thou art! (13-16).^ 
The effect of the nightingale's song upon her lover in John 
Keats' "Ode to a Nightingale" is that it enables him to 
escape temporarily from the real world where love is imper­
manent: 
Fade far away, dissolve, and quite forget 
What thou among the leaves hast never known, 
The weariness, the fever, and the fret 
Here where men sit and hear each other groan; 
. . . Where beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes, 
Or new love pine at them beyond to-morrow , 
(21-24,29-30). 
The only reference found to the metamorphosis into 
birds is from Arnold's "Philomela." In this passage the 
poet asks Philomela if she relives on English soil her 
metamorphosis in Thrace from a human being into her present 
form: "Dost thou once more essay/ Thy flight and feel come 
over thee,/ Poor fugitive, the feathery change . . ."(22-
24) . 
Beauty of song can reflect sorrow, joy, or a mixture 
of the two. Sorrow appears to predominate over joy, judg­
ing from the number of illustrations found of each. Deep 
sadness penetrates the voices the nightingale and the 
j 5"The Indian Serenade," in The College Survey of Eng-
lish Literature, ed. B. J. Whiting^ et.al. (New York, 1947), 
II, 272. Subsequent references to this poem will appear in 
the text. 
r 
"Ode to a Nightingale," in From Milton to Tennyson: 
Masterpieces of English Literature, ed. IT. uupont syie CBos-
ton, 1894) , p. 169. Subsequent references to this poem 
will appear in the text. 
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and the swallow in William Wordsworth's "A Morning Exer­
cise" : 
What wonder? at her bidding, ancient lays 
Steeped in dire grief the voice of Philomel; 
And that fleet messenger of summer days, 
The swallow twittered subject to like spell; 
. . . (19-22) .7 
To John Middleton Murry the effect of the song of 
the nightingale in Keats' "Ode to a Nightingale" is similar 
to the change from the "world of time" to the "world of 
eternity" in the "Ode on a Grecian Urn." The bird's note 
is the "voice of eternity" appealing to "Ruth in tears amid 
the alien corn."8 
Sadness prevails in the nightingale's song, but its 
lament is without a sympathetic or appreciative audience 
in Aubrey De Vere's "The Nightingale": 
She poured the same sad strain. 
Though none might share her weeping, 
Though none was nigh to praise, 
All night she ceased not, steeping 
In melody the sprays (IV.408).9 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge extols the joyous quality 
of the nightingale's song in "The Nightingale" where he 
emphasizes the exuberance and the urgency of its song: 
7 The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth, ed. 
Thomas Hutchinson, Oxford Edition (London, 1913), p. 153. 
All quotations from "A Morning Exercise," "Liberty," and 
"The Solitary Reaper" are from the text edited by Thomas 
Hutohinson and will appear in the text. 
O 
Katherine Mansfield and Other Literary Portraits 
(London, 1949), p. 47. 
Q 
^The Search After Prosperpine, Recollections of 
Greece, and Other Poems (Oxford, 1843), p^ 63. All quota-
tions from "The Nightingale" are from this edition and will 
appear in the text. 
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. . .'Tin the merry nightingale 
That crowds and hurries, and precipitates 
With fast thick warble his delicious notes, 
As he were fearful that an April night 
Would be too short for him to utter forth 
His love-chant, and disburthen his full soul 
Of all its musicl (43-49).10 
Joy and sorrow are intermingled in the nightingale's 
song in Arnold's "Philomela": "Hark, from that moonlit 
cedar what a burst!/ What a triumph! hark!—What pain!" (3-
4) . In "Philomel in London" Edmund Gosse says of the song 
of the nightingale in London's busy streets that from "our 
scant poplar grove,/ That most heavenly voice of earth/ 
Thrills in passion, grief, or mirth, . . (20-22).^ 
The mystery of night, as associated with the song 
of the nightingale, is a common theme of nineteenth cen­
tury British poets. The spirit of the night is fancifully 
portrayed by John Keats in "Ode to a Nightingale": 
Already with thee! tender is the night, 
And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne, 
Cluster'd around by all her starry fays; 
But here there is no light, 
Save what from heaven is with the breezes blown 
Through verdurous glooms and winding mossy ways" 
(35-40). 
The association of the nightingale with spring 
occurs in Swinburne. In his poem "Itylus" he identifies 
both the swallow and the nightingale with the spring: 
s Poems, ed. J. B. Beer, Everyman's Library, No. 43 
(London, 1963), p. 161. All quotations from "The Nightin­
gale," "To a Nightingale," and "The Nightingale, a Conver­
sation Piece" are from the text edited by J. B. Beer and 
will appear in the text. 
11The Collected Poems of Edmund Gosse, (London, 
1911), p. 273. 
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Swallow, my sister, 0 sister swallow, 
How can thine heart be full of the spring? 
. . . I the nightingale all spring through, 
0 swallow, sister, 0 changing swallow, 
All spring through till the spring be done, 
. . . Sing, while the hours and the wild birds 
follow, . . . (1-2,19-21,23-24). 
The functions of the myth in nineteenth century 
English literature are conventional decorative effect, 
dramatic impact, the underscoring of lyricism by heighten­
ing emotional response to romantic love through association 
with night, poignancy, or, joy, moral or didactic purpose, 
and humor or satire. Reference to Philomela or character­
izations of her for conventional decorative effect are 
common among nineteenth century British poets. 
In "To a Nightingale" Coleridge applies the des­
criptive metaphor "Minstrel of the Moon" to the nightingale 
for decorative effect (16). The alliteration in this 
metaphor adds further embellishment. A further ornamental 
effect is produced by Keats in the "Ode to a Nightingale," 
where he characterizes it by the metaphor "light-winged 
Dryad of the trees" (7). In this case, however, there is 
no alliteration. "Dryad," signifying a wood nymph that 
presides over the groves, is a particularly appropriate name 
for the nightingale. 
Swinburne uses the nightingale motif for dramatic 
s 
effect. In his tragedy Atalanta in Calydon the chorus 
seeks to allay Althaea's premonitions of coming evil by 
means of a message describing the consoling effect of spring 
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on the nightingale for "the loss of Itylus:" 
When the hounds of spring are on winter's 
traces, 
The mother of months in meadow or plain 
Fills the shadows and windy places 
With lisp of leaves and ripple of rain; 
And the brown bright nightingale amorous 
Is half assuaged for Itylus, 
For the Thracian ships and the foreign faces, 
The tongueless vigil, and all the pain, (p.7). 
In response to the chorus' hopeful presentation of the 
return of spring, Althaea gloomily replies: "... yet I 
know/ Spring shall be ruined with the rain and storm . . ." 
(p.8) . 
Night, moonlight, and the song of the nightingale 
cast their romantic spell upon the lover and heighten the 
lyric effort in Coleridge's "To the Nightingale": 
. . . Hers the full-orb'd Queen that shines 
above. 
But I do hear thee, and the high bough mark, 
Within whose mild moon-melow'd foliage hid 
Thou warblest say thy pity-pleading strains 
(8-11) . 
In this same poem music surpassing even that of a 
love-lorn maiden's harp pours from the nightingale's throat 
and highlights romantic love and lyricism: 
Tho' sweeter far than the delicious airs 
That vibrate from a white-arm'd Lady's harp, 
What time the languishment of lonely love, 
Melts in her eye, and heaves her breast of 
snow, . . . (19-22) . 
s 
Joy pervades the song of the nightingale and pro­
motes lyricism by intensifying the emotion of love in a 
romantically-inclined virgin in Coleridge's "The Nightin­
gale, a Conversation Piece" (69-74,82-86): 
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A most gentle Maid, 
Who dwelleth in her hospitable home 
Hard by the castle, and at latest eve 
(Even like a Lady vowed and delicate 
To something more than Nature in the grove) 
Glides through the pathways; she knows all 
their notes, 
. . . And she hath watched 
Many a nightingale perch giddily 
On blossomy twia still swinging from the breeze, 
And to that motion tune his wanton song 
Like tipsy Jov that reels with tossing head 
(69-74 ,82-86) . 
The lyric effect of poignancy in love is a much more 
common accompaniment to the song of the nightingale than 
is that of joy. One example, however, should suffice to 
illustrate this point. Shelley in "The Indian Serenade" 
well describes this emotion to which the "Nightingale's 
complaint" has partially contributed: 
Oh I lift me from the grass! 
I die! I faint! I fail! 
Let thy love in kisses rain 
On my lips and eyelids pale (17-24). 
No examples were found of the symbolic use of the 
nightingale pressing its breast against a thorn. Moral or 
didactic purpose, however, infilitrates poems by Wordsworth 
and by Shelley. "Philomel of night" is used by Wordsworth 
in "liberty" as an example to teach that a pure life of 
natural freedom is superior to the complex civilized life 
of the "industrious poet": 
s 
Philomel of night 
Exults in freedom, can with rapture vouch 
For . . . 
A natural meal-days, months, from Nature's hand; 
Who bends to happier duties, who more wise 
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Than the industrious Poet, taught to prize, 
Above all grandeur, 
A pure life uncrossed 
By cares in which simplicity is lost? 
(82-85,87-90). 
Shelley at the end of "The Woodman and the Nightin­
gale" vainly protests the destruction of a stately tree by 
a hateful and thoughtless woodman: 
Odours and gleams and murmurs, which the lute 
Of the blind pilot-spirit of the blast 
Stirs as it sails, now grave and now acute, 
Wakening the leaves and waves ere it has past 
To such brief unison as on the brain 
One tone, which never can recur, has cast, 
One accent never to return again. ^ 
A note of satire that adds refreshing humor to the 
usually serious treatment of the myth of Philomela and 
Procne is supplied by Aubrey De Vere in "The Nightingale:" 
Her wings she beat forever--
' Ye Gods I' I cried, 'that he 
Who dared her tongue to sever 
Had clipped those wings for thee I 
That he her sweets who rifled, 
And bloodied her wild bill, 
Thy songs and thee had stifled, 
And left her happy still (III.1-8). 
From the context "he" appears to refer to Tereus. 
The poet appears to desire that Tereus would violate the 
nightingale the way he did Philomela the person so that the 
bird could no longer disturb the poet with its song. The 
12 The Poetical Works of Percy Bysshe Shelley, ed. 
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (London, 1840), p. 226. All 
quotations from "The Woodman and the Nightingale" and "Rosa­
lind and Helen" are from the text edited by Mary Wollenstone-
craft Shelley and will appear in the text. 
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satire effect seems to result from the scorn that the poet 
has for the song of the nightingale which is usually highly 
praised for its beauty. 
A few minor conventions persist. The tradition of 
the cuckoo and the nightingale still survives in 
Wordsworth's "The Solitary Reaper." In this poem the sad 
song of a Highland girl is compared to that of the nightin­
gale and the cuckoo: 
No nightingale did even chaunt 
More welcome notes to weary bands 
Of travellers in some shady haunt, 
Among Arabian sands: 
A voice so thrilling ne'er was heard 
In spring-time from the cuckoo-bird, . . .(9-14). 
Owls and nightingales accompany each other in Shelley's 
"Rosalind and Helen": "Only the owls and the nightingales/ 
Wake in the dell when daylight fails . . ."(p.207). As 
for the interpretation of the notes of the nightingale, 
Coleridge briefly alludes to them in "The Nightingale" 
where he repeats the "jug, jug" notes made famous by 
Gascoigne: "... and numerous musical and swift jug jug" 
(60) . 
As can be seen from the preceding examples the 
interest of English poets in the myth of Philomela and 
Procne and in the literary use of the nightingale revived 
in the nineteenth century. With this trend in mind we are 
now ready to pursue in Chapter Eight the course of the use 
of the themes and functions of these traditions in the 
twentieth century. 
CHAPTER VIII 
PHILOMELA BECOMES AMERICANIZED: 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
The twentieth century represents a marked decline in 
the use of the myth of Philomela and Procne and the tradi­
tion of the nightingale exclusive of this myth. Were not 
American authors represented the illustrations would be 
few indeed. According to Table 4 the total number of uses 
of themes and functions found for the twentieth century was 
scarcely more than one-half of the number of those discover­
ed for the nineteenth. In spite of this fact, Table 1 shows 
that among the themes of terror twice as many illustrations 
of murderous and cannibalistic vengeance were located for 
the twentieth century as were found for the nineteenth. 
Oracular foreboding and madness were absent from the 
twentieth century, as they were from the nineteenth. The 
wronged wife reappeared in the twentieth century after a 
lapse of two centuries, and woven messages of fearful import 
declined markedly from the nineteenth to the twentieth 
century. Among the themes of joy, as can be seen in Table 
2, loyalty continued to be lacking in the twentieth century, 
as it had been since the seventeenth? the 'inerry nightingale," 
absent since the period 1066-1500, and the praise of God, 
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lacking since the eighteenth century, did not reappear in 
the twentieth. Metamorphosis into birds was the only theme 
to have a noteworthy increase from the nineteenth to the 
twentieth century. Idealism, at the same time, reappeared 
after an absence of two centuries. On the other hand, 
beauty of song and the mystery of night declined noticeably 
in the same period. Among the functions there was no in­
crease of number of illustrations from the nineteenth to 
the twentieth century. The symbolic use of the nightingale 
with its breast against a thorn and rhetorical debate con­
tinued to be absent during the twentieth century, and con­
ventional decorative effect, a much used function in the 
nineteenth century, was not found for the twentieth. The 
pointing up of lyricism through the enhancing of the 
emotion of romantic love by association with night, music, 
poignancy, or joy decreased markedly from the nineteenth to 
the twentieth century. Perhaps this development could be 
attributed to an increased emphasis on realism in our age. 
Although the conclusion that literary interest in 
the myth and in the non-mythical tradition of the nightin­
gale declined remarkably in the twentieth century appears 
to be well-founded, a possible explanation for the apathy 
towanrd these subjects needs to be considered. Some insight 
into certain cultural trends of this century appears to be 
helpful. 
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The twentieth century period of English literature, 
like that of the nineteenth, reveals a predominant interest 
in Greek and a comparative neglect of Latin. Casper J. 
Kraemer states that the "Greek literary influence [is] 
powerful." According to him the interest in Ovid declines 
to "almost total neglect in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries."1 W. B. Sedgwick, on the other hand, believes 
that Ovid "is once more beginning to attract attention." 
He cites three contemporary works, Slater's criticism of 
the Metamorphoses, E. K. Rand's Ovid and His Influence, and 
Gilbert Murray's eulogy of Ovid in his Essays and Addresses 
as evidence supporting his position.1 The fact that these 
two critics disagree on the importance of Ovid in the 
twentieth century shows that there is ample room for differ­
ence of opinion on this subject. 
Although interest in Greek is pronounced, the cul­
tural environment of the twentieth century does not seem 
to relate easily to mythology. According to Geoffrey 
Bullough, "scientific rationalism and other factors . . . 
have gone far to lessen the sense of any immediacy of con­
tact between man and the spiritual world through physical 
phenomena."1 Since the myth of Philomela and Procne is not 
s 
1Kraemer, pp. 496, 487. 
2 Sedgwick, p. 494. 
The Trend of Modern Poetry (Edinburgh, 1949), p. 2. 
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used to any great degree by twentieth century British poets, 
examples from American poets of this period will also be 
shown. 
The themes of terror illustrated in twentieth 
century English and American literature are the wronged wife, 
the seduced sister, woven messages of ominous import, 
murderous and cannibalistic vengeance, and violence. The 
themes suggestive of joy are idelaism, love, metamorphsis 
in birds, beauty of song, the mystery of night, and associ­
ation with spring. 
The functions vary from achieving dramatic impact 
to the emphasizing of lyricism by promoting emotional 
response to romantic love through association with night, 
music, poignancy, or joy, to moral or didactic purpose, 
and to humor or satire. Since certain passages illustrate 
more than one theme or function, these themes and functions 
will be grouped around the passages that illustrate them 
rather than being treated in the order in which they are 
listed. This prevents the same passage from being repeated 
more than once. 
Procne is the wronged wife in Lady Margaret Sack-
ville's dramatic poem "Philomela and Procne." Her husband 
Tereus wrongs her, as is made clear in the "argument," by 
imprisoning her and pretending that she is dead so that he 
may marry her sister Philomela. Contrary to all the 
English versions of the myth except Arnold's, Tereus in 
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Lady Sackville's poem apparently does not rape Philomela or 
remove her tongue, nor does Procne mention specifically what 
her grievances are. She can only complain vaguely: 
Ah! woe! 
For all that grief and melancholy thought 
The grievous gods have wrought 
Surely was shed about me, yet I know 
That these griefs vanished long ago, . . . .^ 
The seduction of Philomela is subtlely portrayed in 
two poems by T. S. Eliot, "Sweeney Among the Nightingales" 
and "The Wasteland." In "Sweeney Among the Nightingales," 
according to Charles Moorman,the passage: 
The nightingales are singing near 
The convent of the Sacred Heart, 
And sang within the bloody wood 
When Agamemnon cried aloud, . . . 
alludes, among other things, to the rape of Philomela by 
Tereus. He further says that "the whole force and impact 
of the poem depends upon the reader's ability to supply the 
full meaning of the mythical situations to which Eliot 
merely alludes. This method is typical of Eliot's general 
handling of myth. A name, a place, an allusion is enough 
to suggest a whole situation from which a key word comes. 
However, in "The Wasteland" T. S. Eliot specifical­
ly alludes to the rape of Philomel: "The change of Philomel 
^A Hymn to Dionysus and Other Poems (London, 1905), 
pp. 25, 27. All quotations from "Philomela and Procne" 
are^from this edition and will appear in the text. 
n: 
Arthurian Triptych: Mythic Materials m Charles 
Williams, C. S. Lewis, and T. S. Eliot^ Perspectives In 
Criticism, No. 5 (Berkeley, Calif., 17960) , p. 140. 
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"The change of Philomel by the barbarous king/ So rudely 
forced; . . ."(99-100).6 The line "So rudely forced" is 
the key to this interpretation. Cleanth Brooks believes 
that this passage in "The Wasteland" referring to the rape 
of Philomela "repeats the theme of the death which is the 
7 door of life, the theme of the dying god." 
"The change of Philomel," refers to the theme of 
metamorphosis into birds. Brooks makes the following in­
terpretation of this reference by Eliot to the transforma­
tion of Philomel: "The raped woman becomes transformed 
through suffering into a nightingale; through the violation 
comes the 'inviolable voice.' The thesis that suffering 
is action, and that out of suffering comes poetry is a 
favorite one of Eliot's"(p.148). 
The following passage from Peter Viereck's "Birth 
of Song" illustrates the theme of metamorphosis into birds, 
the use of the myth to achieve a dramatic effect, and the 
minor tradition of the association of the owl and the 
nightingale: 
Then, with a final flutter, philomel-
How mud-splashed, what a mangy miracle!-
Writhes out of owl and stands with drooping 
wing. 




^The Complete Poems and Plays, 1909-1950 (New York, 
1952), p. 40. All quotations from "The Wasteland" are 
from this edition and will appear in the text. 
"^Modern Poetry and the Tradition (Chapel Hill, 
1939), p. 148. Subsequent references to this edition will 
appear in the text. 
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From shock and pain (and dread of holy dread) 
Suddenly vomiting. 
Look away quick; you are watching the birth of 
song (III.14-20).8 
Bernetta Quinn, in discussing Viereck's treatment of 
Philomela's transformation, quotes him as saying that in 
"Birth of Song" he "photographs the ego in the fleeting 
moment of metamorphosis from owl, the bird of wisdom, into 
Philomel, the bird of song."9 
The foregoing passage also achieves dramatic impact 
by depicting symbolically the liberation of the human 
spirit from the prison of intellect to the freedom of love 
by the painful transformation of the owl into the nightin­
gale. This interpretation seems to be clear from the 
following note by the author at the beginning of the poem: 
"The 'I' trapped in the vulnerable human forehead, must 
change its mask to be free from owl, the bird of wisdom, 
into philomel the bird of song" (p.86). Only if one 
assumes that the owl represents intellect and the nightin­
gale love is this explanation possible. 
In the lines quoted above the allusion to the owl 
in connection with the nightingale follows the long-standing 
8"Birth of Song," Harper's Magazine, CC (March, 
19501, 87. Subsequent references to this poem will appear 
in the text. 
9The Metamorphic Tradition in Modern Poetry (New 
Brunswick, 1955), p. 137. Subsequent references to this 
edition will appear in the text. 
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convention of the owl and the nightingale. However, as 
implied in the interpretation in the preceding paragraph 
there is added a modern psychological meaning. 
Twentieth century American poets interpret beauty 
of song as either sad or joyful. T. S. Eliot stresses the 
mournful quality of the nightingale's notes in "The Waste 
Land": "... yet there the nightingale/ Filled all the 
desert with inviolable voice" (101). The sadness in its 
song appears to be the product of suffering as is suggested 
in Brook's interpretation quoted previously. This line 
also suggests poignancy as a stimulant to the lyric effect 
enhanced by the emotion of romantic love. The "inviolable 
voice" in the passage is the result of the ordeal of her 
rape. The effect of sadness is enhanced by the fact that, 
according to Bernetta Quinn, the song is a past action no 
longer affecting the barren present. She quotes Elizabeth 
Drew as follows: "There in that world where the physical 
and temporal is transcended by the spiritual and the 
eternal, her song gave meaning to her mortal pain. But 
she does not sing in the desert places of the present" 
(p.137). 
Edgar Lee Masters, in contrast to Eliot, emphasizes 
joy^in the beauty of song of the nightingale. This is 
exemplified, together with the other themes of metamorphosis 
into birds, idealism, love, violence, and murderous ven­
geance, and the functions of the pointing up of lyricism 
by promoting the emotion of romantic love in response to 
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music, and the moral or didactic function in his poem 
"Thomas Trevelyan" from Spoon River Anthology. 
The following excerpt illustrates beauty of song, 
lyricism accentuated by the stimulation of the emotion of 
romantic love by music, and metamorphosis into birds: "And 
the wrath of Tereus, the murdress pursuing/ Till the gods' 
made Philomela a nightingale,/ Lute of the moon, and 
Procne a swallow!"(5-7)10 The phrase "lute of the moon," 
in line seve^ reflects the joy accompanying the beauty of 
song of the nightingale and also heightened lyricism 
through the effect of music on the emotion of romantic 
love. The choice of "lute" to indicate the musical quality 
of the lay of the nightingale is an apt one. The "rising 
moon" provides the ideal setting for romantic love. Line 
six and the last part of line seven, on the other hand, 
illustrate metamorphosis into birds. 
The following passage illustrates the theme of 
idealism and the moral or didactic function: 
How all of us kill the children of love, and all 
of us, 
Knowing not what we do, devour their flesh; 
And all of us change to singers, although it be 
But once in our lives, or change—alas!—to 
swallows 
To twitter amid cold winds and falling leaves! 
(14-18). 
s 
1(^Spoon River Anthology (New York, 1966), p. 160. 
All quotations from "Thomas Trevelyan" are from this 
edition and will appear in the text. 
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The idealism portrayed in this selection is not in 
the characters of the myth but in the interpretation by the 
poet of the metamorphosis of Philomela into a nightingale 
in these lines: "And all of us change to singers, although 
it be/ But once in our lives." Possible moral implications 
of lines fourteen to eighteen can be that the murder of 
Itys is symbolic of the killing of the independent spirit 
of the child by the parent. The eating of the flesh of 
Itys by Tereus can be the depriving the child of the ability 
to give and receive love. The metamorphosis can be the 
experience of self-fulfillment or of self-defeat. 
Violence and murderous vengeance both occur in the 
following lines: "Reading in Ovid the sorrowful story of 
Itys,/ Son of the love of Tereus and Procne, slain/ For 
the guilty passion of Tereus for Philomela, . . ."(1-3). 
The act of murder is violence and the motive is vengeance. 
Masters in this poem and Peter Viereck in "Birth 
of Song" exemplify the theme of love. The power of love 
to inspire and instruct succeeding generations through the 
tale of Philomela and Procne is stressed in Masters' 
"Thomas Trevelyan": 
Oh livers and lovers of Hellas centuries gone 
Sealing in little thuribles dreams and wisdom, 
Incense beyond all price, forever fragrant, 
s A breath whereof makes clear the soul! (8-11). 
Viereck, conversely, is more sensual, but not less 
idealistic than Masters when he maintains that only the 
song whose theme is human love can free the soul from the 
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prison of self: 
Sing out its theme (there never was but one) 
Throw back your head and sing it all again, 
Sing the bewildered honor of the flesh. 
I say the honor of our flesh is love. 
I say no soul, no god could love as we 
Who loved while sentenced to mortality 
(11,7-11,13). 
This passage also illustrates the increased emphasis on 
lyricism through the intensifying of the emotion of roman­
tic love by association with joy. The throwing back of 
the head implies joy. Love, though of the flesh, assumes 
dignity and beauty. 
The only possible reference to the theme of woven 
images of fearful import in the examples studied was found 
in Sackville's "Philomela and Procne." Procne refers to 
"Great chambers, where cool-handed maidens spin,/ . . . 
Bright, marvellous tapestries/ Which picture many things 
that mortals fear, . . ."(p.28). 
Contrary to the commonly accepted English tradition, 
Philomela, in Sackville's version, becomes the sole instru­
ment of cannibalistic vengeance upon Itys. In the 
"Argument" this violence is considered a fait accompli: 
"But Philomela . . . plans to slay the son of Tereus and 
Procne, Itylus, and serve him as meat before his father, 
thtJs avenging the King's treachery. Which was afterwards 
done; . . ."(p.25). However, when the action ends in the 
drama itself Philomela still anticipates the cannibalistic 
feast for Tereus as though it were a future event: "For 
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lo, he whom I hate shall eat/ Abominable food and taste 
as meat,/ Ah mei such flesh that through all time shall be 
witness thereof; . . ."(p.32). 
The mystery of night is sketchily treated by John 
Crowe Ransom. One passage from his "Philomela" suggests 
moonlight, a brooding owl and evening bells: "Even the 
moon had slanted off in a twinkling,/ I heard the sepulchral 
owl and a few bells tinkling,/ . . ."(27-28)."''^ This 
passage also satirizes the function of the spell of night 
that evokes the lyric effect of the emotional response of 
love. In order to heighten the satire he goes on to say 
that the lay of Philomela is for younger, more naive, and 
romantic spirits than those of the modern "breed" of poets: 
Philomela, Philomela, lover of song, 
I am in despair if we may make us worthy, 
A bantering breed sophistical and swarthy; 
Unto more beautiful, persistently more young, 
Thy fabulous provinces belong (36-40). 
Spring is associated with Procne in poems by 
Sackville and Quennell. Procne in Sackville's "Philomela 
and Procne" longs to seek refuge in a place of eternal 
spring: "Or in some secret wood that is clothed with 
Spring perpetual . . ."(p.31). In Peter Quennell's 
"Procne," Procne is placed in a setting of springtime 
_ _____ 
11 
Selected Poems (New York, 1952), p. 28. All 
quotations from "Philomela" are from this edition and will 
appear in the text. 
Ill 
flowers: 
So she becomes a bird and bird-like danced 
On a long sloe-bough, treading the silver 
blossom 
With a bird's lovely feet, 
And shaken blossoms fell into the hands of 
Sunlight . . .(1-5).I2 
Satire is further illustrated by Ransom in still 
another passage from "Philomela." In reference to the in­
troduction of Philomela into French literature he taunts 
her thus: "At Fontainebleau it may be the bird was 
gallicized,/Never was she baptized"(9-10). The poet lends 
an unsympathetic ear to Philomela's outpourings: "My ears 
are called capacious but they failed me,/ Her classics 
registered a little flat!/ I rose, and venomously spat" 
(33-35). 
The interpretation of notes is mentioned twice in 
"The Waste Land." In the first reference the nightingale's 
notes give an unclean connotation to base minds: "And still 
she cried, and still the world pursues,/ 'Jug jug' to dirty 
ears"(102-103). Brooks says in regard to the "jug jug" 
note: "Edmund Wilson has pointed out that the rendition 
of the bird's song here represents not merely the Eliza­
bethans' neutral notion of the bird's song, but carries 
associations of the ugly and course" (p.148). The 
• 
12 
Masques & Poems (Waltham Saint Lawrence, 
Berkshire , 1922) , p~I 37 . 
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identification of the owl with the nightingale was already 
illustrated with a passage from Viereck on page 104. 
From this review of the themes and functions of the 
myth of Philomela and Procne and the independent tradition 
of the nightingale in the twentieth century it is clear 
that more American authors use them than do English. It 
appears strange that this should be so since it would 
seem likely American authors would reflect more the mate­
rialistic interests that American civilization is reputed 
to stress. Perhaps this result offers hope that interest 
in this myth will persist in spite of our increasingly 
industrialized and scientific civilization. 
• 
CONCLUSION 
From an examination of numerous examples of the 
use of the myth of Philomela and Procne in English liter­
ature from the period prior to 1066 to the present and in 
American literature during the twentieth century it seems 
clear that the Latin version of Ovid was followed rather 
than Greek versions of Homer or Apollodorus. In fact, 
James G. Frazer, in his commentary to Pausania's Descrip­
tion of Greece reaches this conclusion when he says: 
"English poetry has followed the Latin tradition in making 
Philomela the nightingale" (V,226). In this Latin version 
Philomela was the sister who was seduced by Tereus and 
whose tongue was removed by him. She had a maid deliver 
a woven message telling of her plight to Procne. Procne 
rescued Philomela, and they jointly murdered Itys. They 
they served Itys as a banquet to his father, Tereus. After 
Tereus discovered that he had eaten his own son, he pursued 
Philomela and Procne with the intent of killing them with 
hij sword, but Philomela was changed into a nightingale, 
Procne into a swallow, and Tereus into a hoopoe. As was 
stated in the introduction there is some dispute among 
critics as to which character, in Ovid's version, Philomela 
or Procne, became the nightingale and which the swallow. 
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Among the illustrations found of the myth in 
English literature only Matthew Arnold in the nineteenth 
century and Lady Margaret Sackville in the early twentieth 
century appear to depart slightly from the Latin tradition. 
However, they are, apparently, both true to the Latin 
version in that in their accounts Philomela becomes the 
nightingale and Procne the swallow. The implication of 
Arnold in "Philomela" seems to be that Procne is the se­
duced sister, the one whose tongue is removed, and who 
weaves the web. Philomela appears to be the sister who 
interprets the woven message from Procne. 
Lady Sackville in "Philomela and Procne" does not 
mention the rape of Philomela or the removal of her tongue 
by Tereus. Apparently Tereus' crime is his imprisonment 
of Procne and his false avowal that she is dead so that he 
can marry Philomela. The role of avenger is thus assigned 
to Philomela alone rather than to both her and Procne, 
and Philomela seeks to murder Itys contrary to the wishes 
of Procne. 
A possible reason for the changes made by Arnold 
and Sackville may be that the reawakening of interest in 
Hellenism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries could 
ha^s caused these authors to reexamine the myth in the 
Greek versions and to make these alterations in the light 
of their discoveries. 
The acceptance of the Ovidian variant of the myth 
rather than the Greek original by English authors can be 
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explained in a number of ways. Latin was the accepted 
language of the Church and of the world of learning at the 
time of the introduction of the myth into England. This 
was the language of the Carmina Burana of the Middle Ages 
and of poems by Hoveden and Peckham in the thirteenth cen­
tury, all of which contained elements of the myth. Also 
the popularity of Ovid was on the rise in England starting 
with the late eleventh century. Since the Greek influence 
was apparently slight at this time compared to that of 
Latin, Ovid's Metamorphoses was the principal source of 
Greek mythology for English authors. It was only natural 
that Chaucer and Gower should follow, in their retellings 
of the tale, the source that was conveniently available in 
a language that they understood. By the time Greek culture 
infiltrated into the English literary world, the Latin 
version was firmly intrenched. 
In order to arrive at a conclusion regarding the 
usage of the myth and of the tradition of the nightingale 
in each period, whether a distinct aspect was emphasized or 
the treatment was thematicaliy and functionally diffuse, 
and also to answer the question of which times used them 
the most, four tables were compiled. These tables appear on 
pages 120-123. The number of uses in each table was calcu­
lated on the basis of the number of illustrative passages 
per title rather than on that of one usage per title. 
An examination of Tables one through three will 
reveal that for each period indicated distinct aspects of 
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both themes and functions were stressed rather than the 
themes being diffuse in treatment. Certain themes and 
functions tend to be dominant during the history of English 
literature. Murderous and cannibalistic vengeance is the 
most used among the themes of terror in every time except 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries when it is second 
to violence; and the eighteenth century when no examples 
of themes of terror were found. Beauty of song, among the 
themes of joy, leads all others in the seventeenth, 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is tied with love in 
the sixteenth century, and is second to the metamorphosis 
into birds in the twentieth. Among the functions, moral 
or didactic purpose dominates from the period 1066 to 1500 
through the seventeenth century and then declines markedly 
during the remaining centuries. 
From the column listing total uses of the themes 
and functions during the various times it is apparent that 
the total uses rose steadily from the period prior to 1066 
through the seventeenth century, declined in the eighteenth, 
rose again in the nineteenth and decreased again in the 
twentieth. 
The varying uses can be accounted for, at least in 
part, by the consideration of whether the myth is being 
s 
retold or a non-mythical tradition concerning the nightin­
gale is being followed. The apparent suppression of the 
myth during the period to 1066 resulted in the development 
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of minor conventions concerning the nightingale, such as 
the "Christianized nightingale," the owl and the nightin­
gale, the cuckoo and the nightingale, and the nightingale 
and the thorn. These conventions naturally affected the 
aspects of the story to be treated. 
The cultural or intellectual emphasis of the age 
in which a poet lived also influenced markedly how he used 
the myth or the tradition of the nightingale. In the 
period prior to 1066, and the one from 1066 to 1500, when 
the Church was in the ascendency the nightingale was used 
by Aldhelm, Alcuin, Lydgate, and others as an instrument 
for the praise of God and the propagation of the Gospel. 
In the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries, 
when satire was used in the treatment of the myth, 
Philomela became the target for the barbed attacks by 
Cowper, De Vere, and Ransom. 
The popularity of the myth of Philomela and Procne 
in English literature tended to vary with the cultural 
climate, the prevalence of Latin or Greek, and the 
receptivity to mythology. The myth was seemingly discour­
aged to a great extent, by the Church Fathers in the period 
prior to 1066, when Latin was used to promote the message 
of the Church, and Greek myths were either regarded as 
pagan and to be suppressed or to be used for moral or 
religious instruction. The myth became increasingly pop­
ular during the period from 1066 to 1500 when Chaucer and 
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Gower, under the influence of Ovid's Latin version of 
Philomela and Procne in the Metamorphoses, adapted it to 
Middle English. The increasing vogue of Ovid in literature 
and in the world of scholarship, plus important English 
translations of the Metamorphoses, stimulated interest in 
Greek mythology and led to the increase of its popularity 
in the sixteenth century until it reached its peak in the 
seventeenth. The decline of interest in Ovid, the emerging 
spirit of satire, and the hostility to pagan myths, a 
carry-over from the period to 1066, led to a noticeable 
decline in popularity for Philomela in the eighteenth 
century. In the nineteenth the rise of Hellenistic influ­
ence led to a renewed interest in Greek themes and hence 
to a revival of the myth of Philomela and Procne. This 
interval of renewed popularity did not survive the beginning 
of the twentieth, however. Although interest in Greek 
continued strong, the spirit of scientific rationalism 
tended to lessen the interest in mythology maintained dur­
ing the nineteenth. 
I believe that the myth of Philomela and Procne 
is important first in English literature and later in 
American literature for three reasons. First, it has per­
sisted in retellings and as literary convention in the 
English language from Chaucer to the present. 
Secondly, its perennial attraction for human nature 
seems to be that it represents the basest and the noblest 
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human attributes through its themes of terror and joy. 
Mankind's cruelest passions are objectified in the rape 
of Philomela and the cutting out of her tongue by Tereus 
and in the murder and dismemberment of Itys by Procne and 
Philomela. Conversely, his loftiest aspirations are per­
sonified in the idealism, loyalty, and love of Pandion. 
The composite picture of human weakness and strength pre­
sented by this myth has tended to universalize the traits 
depicted and to strengthen its appeal to the fallible 
human spirit. 
Thirdly, the theme of metamorphosis into birds can 
be interpreted to symbolize man's quest for immortality. 
As stated by Bernetta Quinn, metamorphosis is "one resolu­
tion to the question of transience" (p.3). Thus the myth 
satisfies a fundamental longing of mankind. In addition 
the metamorphosis into birds can represent the yearning 
of man to change his spiritual nature in the hope of 
realizing a more perfect existence than he has prevously 
known. This idea can give him incentive for self-improvement 
and for seeking solutions to his present problems. Quinn 
well summarizes the basic appeal of the myth of Philomela 
and Procne when she says: "Philomel remains for us, as 
foJ? Ovid, beauty and those who love beauty suffering amidst 
evil and ugliness, . . . "(p.ll). As long as this concept 
remains in human minds it is doubtful if this myth will 
ever die. 
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TOTAL NUMBER OF THEMES AND FUNCTIONS3 
Themes 
Periods Terror Joy Functions Total 
To 1066 15 5 20 
1066-
1550 25 39 13 77 
16th 
Cent. 35 47 30 112 
17th 
Cent. 43 87 30 160 
18th 
Cent. 22 19 41 
19th 
Cent. 14 44 26 84 
20th 
Cent. 13 21 9 43 
Totals 130 275 132 537 
aIncludes illustrations of the myth of 
Philomela and Procne and of non-mythical tradition 
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ADDITIONAL REFERENCES TO THE NIGHTINGALE, OR 
TO PHILOMELA AND PROCNE FROM ENGLISH AND 
AMERICAN LITERATURE 
This list is intended to be illustrative rather 
than exhaustive or complete. Few examples from American 
literature were found. The best single source for illus­
trations of use discovered during the course of this study-
was The Poets' Birds by Phil Robinson, pages 312-329. 
Excerpts from many of the poems are included in this 
section. The only disadvantages of these selections are 
that Robinson does not give the first names of the poets, 
or stanza or line numbers for passages quoted. 
1066-1500; 
Chaucer, Geoffrey. "Parliament of Foules." 
"Prologue to the Canterbury Tales." 
Dunbar, William. "The Merle and the Nychtingaill"—Poem 
identifies the nightingale with the 
Virgin Mary. 
James I of Scotland. "The Kingis Quair." 
Skelton, John. "Philip Sparrow." 
"The Thrush and the Nightingale." 
Sixteenth Century: 
Burton, Robert. The Anatomy of Melancholy. 
Calfhill, James. Progne. A Latin tragedy. 
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Goffe, Thomas. "Sylvia's Bower," from The Careless 
Shepherdess. 
Herbert, George. "Jordan (1)." 
Herrick, Robert. "Charon and Philomel. A Dialogue Sing." 
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Marvell, Andrew. "The Mower and the Glow-worm." 
. "Upon Appleton Home to My Lord Fairfax." 
Milton, John. "Echo Invoked." 
Vaughan, Henry. "Daphnis, An Elegic Eclogue." 
. "To My Ingenious Friend, R.W." 
Eighteenth Century: 
Cowper, William. "Elegy." 
Olney Hymns XLVI lines 13-16. 
. "Sofa." 
Darwin, Erasmus. "Loves of Plants." 
. "Reproduction of Life." 
Savage, Richard. "The Volunteer Laureate Number IV." 
Shenstone, William. "A Pastoral Ballad." 
. "Elegies." 
Thomson, James. "Summer" from The Seasons. 
"Winter" from The Seasons. 
Nineteenth Century: 
Blake, William. "The Birds and the Flowers" from 
Selections from 'Milton'. 
Bridges, Robert. "Nightingales." 
Byron, George Gordon. "The Bride of Abydos." 
. "The Giaour." 
"Parisina." 
Dickinson, Emily. Poem no. 148, first line, "All overgrown 
by cunning moss." 
Henley, William Ernest. "XVIII." 
Keats. John "Endymion." 
. "The Eve of St. Agnes." 
. "Sleep and Poetry." 
Rogers, Samuel. "The Feluca" from Italy. 
Scott, Sir Walter. "Marmion." 
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Shelley, Percy Bysshe. "Adonais." 
"Epipsichidion." 
. "Prince Athenese." 
. "Prometheus Unbound: A Lyrical Drama." 
Southey, Robert. "Thalaba." 
Twentieth Century: 
Campbell, Roy. "Pomegranates." 
Conkling, Grace Hazard. "Nightingales." 
Graves, Robert. "A Love Story." 
Hodgson, Ralph. "The Song of Honour." 
Johnson, Robert Underwood. "Spring at the Villa Conti." 
. "For Lover or Nightingale." 
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